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Print lives, thanks to you — our loyal, informed readers
Many of us grew up with a favoured newspaper,
radio station or TV network as our news and
information sources, but that world has gone the
way of the dinosaur.
With the Internet chock-full of news/commentary/satire, we are lost in a maze of information
overload. In that respect, it’s not what we read, but
what we don’t read that can determine how well
informed we are. In the maze, many media outlets
are dying; others are on life support or struggling
to stay afloat as profitable enterprises. All are
changing, but only some will survive.
As The Senior Times celebrates its 25th anniversary, loyal readers and a growing coterie of new
ones may well ask how it is that publisher Barbara
Moser was able to undertake this venture and keep
it going and expanding it on several fronts
through the ups and downs of recession and the
gloom and doom of the 1995 referendum.
The answer is the same that is sustaining other

media at a time of multiple choices at newsstands
and on the Internet: Credibility and integrity; a
variety of subjects and voices; strong, well-argued
opinion; and a set of values that coincides with
those of readers.
With The Senior Times, the big heart and caring
outlook that went into the first publication remains at the core of its choices in stories, photos
and personnel and extends to the advertisers,
without whom there would be no Senior Times.
The same holds true for our directories of muchneeded social, community and health services,
published in English and French, and presence on
the Web, at theseniortimes.com.
The audience awaits the package: Feature articles
and photos about some of this town’s personalities that are often overlooked by other media and
columnists who cover a wide range of interests.
Neil McKenty’s commentaries reflect his lifelong
commitment to social justice. Bonnie Sandler ap-

urgently needed call!
urgently needed call!
call us
urgently needed call!

plies her vast experience and sensitivity to a range
of seniors’ issues. FlavourGuy Barry Lazar’s unique
take on food comes wrapped in an entertaining
story. Word Nerd Howard Richler is unfailingly
thought-provoking and funny as he examines the
quirks of the English language.
Readers eagerly await more inside stories from
the newest writers, veteran music critic Juan Rodriguez and Harry Rolnick with his the view from
the East Village of life in New York City. The list is
long, the subject matter necessary and useful, from
legal issues with Joyce Blond Frank to investment
ideas with Ivan Cons and Deborah Leahy, shopping hints from Sandra Phillips and novel getaway
ideas from Roads Scholar Mark Medicoff.
When good people do good things for humanity,
The Senior Times takes note. We cull the myriad of
cultural events and highlight those we believe you
will enjoy. Our writers review restaurants that
offer value for our hard-earned cash. The paper
supports politicians who have a progressive outlook when it comes to providing services for the
sick, the elderly, veterans and the poor.
Members of The Senior Times family share their
travels with readers, and welcome contributions
from writers and friends who are making the most
of their lives. Your stories matter and give the
paper a family aesthetic.
The paper believes in human dignity and respect
for all and tries to reflect these values in our pages.
The staff is proud of its record and looks forward to
the next-quarter century with optimism and energy.
Thank you, dear readers, advertisers, sales staff
and writers, contributors all to The Senior Times
family.
— Irwin Block
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Serendipity, and a stint with e Times, are part of the climb to the Topp
When Brian Topp graduated from university in
1983, the Longueuil native decided to parlay his
recently acquired knowledge into a career.
Except it wasn’t the history and political science
courses he studied that ignited his entrepreneurial
spark, but the skills he picked up as a senior editor
at the McGill Daily.
The writing, editing and publishing experience
he acquired at the paper led Topp and some university friends to start Open City, considered Montreal’s first alternative weekly.
That experience morphed into a graphic design
company Topp founded, possibly the city’s first
venture in desktop publishing on Mac computers.
And one of his first customers happened to be a
publication just starting out. It was called The Senior Times, started 25 years ago by publisher Barbara Moser.
Topp, 51 and a front-runner to succeed Jack Layton as leader of the New Democratic Party, reflected on those groundbreaking days in Montreal
publishing history and how he got from there to
here, vying to be leader of the opposition.
“Barbara started it from scratch with a small sales
team and a group of columnists and writers. Everyone who was working with me at the time could
not get over the demonic energy she brought to the
launch of that paper. She saw a niche that was
going to work, a smart play initially, and she pursued it with tremendous determination.”

Photo: Irwin Block

Irwin Block
Special to The Senior Times

Brian Topp says he could form a government by applying
some of the demonic energy of publisher Barbara Moser.

The phrase came up again when we concluded
our brief conversation with a question on whether
Topp, who has never run for public office, really
believes he can catapult the NDP into forming a
future federal government.
He replied: “By applying some of the demonic
energy of a Barbara Moser to this project, I know
we can do it because we do it in a growing number of provinces across Canada and if you look
around the world—France, Great Britain, Germany, Italy—people are used to social democratic
governments. The world is not destroyed by volcanoes when social democrats are elected.”
But enough about Moser, what about Topp?
Serendipity came to play again when Topp’s crew
began publishing the Lemon Aid guide for carbuyers for consumer advocate Phil Edmunston.
When Edmunston won a byelection in Chambly
in 1988, Topp, who had joined the NDP, agreed to
work for him as legislative assistant. He moved to

Ottawa and after a year and a half transferred to
then NDP leader Audrey McLaughlin’s office.
When the NDP lost seats and its parliamentary
status in 1993, Topp was out of work. The national
party’s communications director, who was
Saskatchewan Premier Roy Romanow’s chief of
staff, offered him a job as director of research there.
As part of his job, Topp claims some of the credit
for negotiating a deal with the provincial Liberals
to form a coalition after the NDP was reduced to
a minority in the 1999 election.
When Romanow retired from politics, Topp
moved back to Eastern Canada, working for the
Credit Union Central of Canada in Ottawa, then
to Toronto as a senior vice-president involved in
planning, marketing and legal affairs.
Banking was fun for a while, but Topp says he was
more in his element when he later went to work for
the 20,000-member Alliance of Canadian Cinema,
Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA) at its head
office in Toronto, where he is today executive director of the union in Ontario, its largest branch.
His connection with former NDP leader Jack
Layton goes back to 2003, when Topp worked on
the successful campaign to elect David Miller as
mayor of Toronto.
“I knew that David was a big admirer of Tommy
Douglas and got his daughter, Shirley Douglas, to
endorse Miller’s campaign.”
This came to the attention of Layton who, impressed with Topp’s background, got him to “run the
campaign war room” in the 2004 federal election.
Continued on Page 4
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“Blessed are the peacemakers,” NDP leadership candidate Topp says
Continued from Page 3

“We did OK, but I thought we could have done
better, and I said so, and Jack said, ‘You think
you’re so good, you run the next campaign’.”
Topp became national campaign director in 2006,
and again in 2008, and in 2011 he co-chaired the
platform committee and acted as debate co-ordinator, where Layton was impressive in English and
French live TV faceoffs with the other party leaders.
When Layton died of cancer, Topp, the national
party president, says he was asked by a number of
leading party activists to throw his hat into the
ring. These included former leader Ed Broadbent,
the closest thing to an éminence grise in the NDP,
who in his backyard in Ottawa told Topp: “If you
run, I’ll support you.”
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Topp said yes and was the first to announce his
candidacy, and has since garnered Romanow’s
support, another NDP elder statesman. With the
NDP forming the official opposition for the first
time, Topp says he could not turn down the opportunity to carry on Jack Layton’s work.
To win the leadership and the support of more
Canadians at the next general election, Topp plans
to focus more sharply on the theme of equality,
“how the country has drifted more and more into
greater inequality.”
Figures compiled by Human Resources Canada
show that the difference in income between the top
20-per-cent income group and the bottom 20 per
cent rose by 37 per cent from 1976 to 2007. It rose
sharply in 1995 from $82,100 to $112,800 in 2007.
The difference between the average income of the
top 20 per cent and the middle 60 per cent increased to $77,900 from $54,067 over the period.
The Conference Board of Canada says Canada
ranks 15th of 17 developed countries in poverty,
mainly because of alarming levels of poverty
among children, which rose to 15.1 per cent in the
mid-2000s from 12.8 per cent a decade earlier.
Only Japan and the U.S. are worse off.
“I want to try to move the country toward a

Lois Hardacker
Chartered Real Estate Broker
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more equal society, where there is less of an income gap, less child poverty,” Topp says.
And he trumpets his experience in getting the
message across and participating in running a
government, as he did in Saskatchewan.
“I know what it’s like to run a national campaign,
I did that for nine years, and I saw what Jack did.”
“Unlike any of the other likely candidates, I’ve
actually worked in a successful NDP government.
(Thomas Mulcair was Quebec environment minister from 2003-06, but in a Liberal government.)
Topp says he’s satisfied that organized labour for
the coming leadership convention will no longer
be guaranteed 25 per cent of the delegates, but is
adamant that the special relationship with the
union movement should continue.
He is in favour of co-operating with the Liberal
Party—he claims credit for negotiating the co-operation deal between the NDP and the Liberal that
kept the Romanow government in power. But he
is firmly opposed to any formal merger with the
Grits.
On the question of the UN General Assembly recognizing a Palestinian state, Topp says he believes
Canada should vote in favour unless the resolution is
“grossly inappropriate” and as long as it is based on
mutual recognition. Of course, the devil is in the details, such as boundaries and refugees, which we did
not have time to discuss, but Topp’s preference is for
Canada to work to bring the two sides together.
“Blessed are the peacemakers,” he remarked.
Topp was diagnosed with prostate cancer a little
over a year ago, and he says he was fortunate that
it was caught “very early” and has a 95-per-cent
chance for a positive outcome.
Layton died of an unrelated cancer, and Topp
states that he is fine, and urges men to get the blood
test that indicates whether they have prostate cancer “so it can be caught early and you can be cured.”
Having grown up in a household with a francophone mother and anglophone father, and attending French elementary school, Topp has the
command of both languages, which will enable
him to communicate well with all Canadians.
Even in a suit and tie, he has the look of the guy
next door. He is married to Rebecca Elbourne and
they have two sons, Simon, 16, and Alex, 14, and
an orange cat named Tigger.
Topp sums it all up with his conviction he can
build on the NDP’s 103 seats and provide a
government that “cares about equality instead of
doing everything it can to create greater inequality.”
irblock@hotmail.com
Imagine The Grief Of Losing Your
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Dollard-des-Ormeaux
www.optimumsmilecare.com
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Alzheimer’s: more hope, resources
Kristine Berey
As people live longer, we know that
the chance of acquiring Alzheimer’s
disease increases. But over time,
progress has been made and patients and families have more support and tools at their disposal to
help them, say experts who have
been working in the field for more
than a quarter of a century.
“Now we talk about people at risk,”
says Dr. Serge Gauthier, director of
the Alzheimer’s Disease Research
Unit of the McGill Centre for Studies
in Aging. “We’re looking at earlier
and more accurate diagnosis, symptomatic treatment medications and
in the future, prevention strategies
for people at higher risk and the
public at large.”
These include social networking,
keeping your brain and your mind
busy, regular physical and mental exercise, healthy eating, and small
amounts of red wine. “It’s been long
known that if you prevent strokes,
you will delay Alzheimer’s.”
However, Alzheimer’s involves a
blend of factors that vary in individuals and Gauthier warns we will not
get a “magic” pill anytime soon. “It’s
not realistic that one pill will cure
Alzheimer’s in everyone.”
However, there are four medications, administered earlier and combined as needed as the disease
progresses, that can significantly slow
the course of the illness, Gauthier says.
Though improved brain imaging
techniques allow researchers to detect the neurological changes indicating Alzheimer’s, Gauthier says

that it is possible to manifest these
changes without physical symptoms.
“Over age 90, many people at autopsy have all these physical changes
but no symptoms. Clinically, one out
of four people over 85 will have
symptoms. We are equally interested
in the three without symptoms. At
McGill we have a new centre for prevention for people who are concerned. They can join a program of
physical and mental exercise, cognitive training and diet.”
Marva Whyte, director of support
services at the Alzheimer Groupe
agrees that huge strides have been
made in the field. “The whole language around Alzheimer’s has
changed,” Whyte says.
“We used to talk about victims, but
not so much about the person behind the disease. The disease used to
define the person. Now we look at
the person and how the disease has
affected them and what kinds of programs and activities will be of most
benefit.”
The care provided is now individualized, Whyte says, with the person’s
strengths, which are still present
though the disease has progressed,
being used as a springboard for managing the condition.
The Internet has been a boon for
families who are touched by
Alzheimer’s, Whyte says. While they
may need help sorting through the
avalanche of online info, they know
there is something to be done. There
are support services for the caregivers as well.
“The outlook is better and the families do not feel so alone.”
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Tel-Aide, the light that always shines
Tel-Aide, an anonymous confidential listening service, is celebrating
its 40th anniversary.
Its mission is to listen to those who
need to speak, 24/7, in English or
French. This year, the organization
responded to 24,346 calls, an increase
of more than 3,300 calls since 2007.
Tel-Aide is putting out a call for
volunteers who are especially needed
on the English side.
“To fulfill our mission, we have to
double the number of English volunteers, or we won’t have enough
people to man the phones,” volunteer
Germaine Montpetit says.
At the heart of Tel-Aide’s mission is

the generous commitment of its volunteers. When becoming a volunteer
is not possible, people can help in
other ways. Every year, individuals
and community members show their
support by contributing to Tel-Aide’s
fundraising campaign, which starts
with a Phon-a-thon event where volunteers call individual donors, some
of whom have been supporting the
organization for many years.
Phon-a-thon is Sunday, October
30. On that day, and for all of November, make a donation at 514935-1105 or donate any time at
telaide.org. To speak to a listener, call
514-495-1101.

A GRAND PIANO RECITAL
by candlelight
with Chilian pianist Alejandra Cifuentes Diaz

CHOPIN, SCHUBERT AND LISZT
That night...
Intimate, celestial beauty,
moving melodies,
luminous musical evening...

Saturday, November 5th at 8 pm
St-Martin Church, 4080 St-Martin Blvd., Laval

Info: 450.419.9149 or www.concertchandelle.com
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The way we were in 1993

The way we were in 2006

The way we are in 2011

Best wishes on the occasion of your 25th anniversary.
Keep up the good work!
Nos meilleurs souhaits à l’occasion
de votre 25e anniversaire.
Continuez votre beau travail !
Premier Jean Charest
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Pierre Arcand
MNA for Mont-Royal

Kathleen Weil
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Chairman of the
Government Caucus

Minister of Sustainable
Development,
Environment and Parks

514-489-7581

514-488-7028

514-341-1151
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With freedom of the press comes great responsibility
Joyce Blond Frank
B.A., B.C.L., LL.M.

Miller wrote: “A good newspaper,
I suppose, is a nation talking to itself.” We talk to ourselves and we talk
to our readers.
Barbara Moser lit the spark and she
and the entire staff at The Senior
Times have kept the flame alive.
I take this opportunity to wish The
Senior Times many more years of exercising its fundamental freedom to
print the news, provide information,
and stimulate thought and I thank it
for giving me the opportunity to
communicate with you, the reader.

H A P P Y 2 5 th A N N I V E R S A R Y S E N I O R T I M E S !
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Des Laurentides Blvd

It was in the year 1986 that The Senior Times was born. This is the same
year that Elie Wiesel was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize, The Phantom of the Opera had its world premier in London, General Motors
overtook Exxon as the largest company in the U.S.A. and most importantly, the Montreal Canadiens won
the Stanley Cup.
The anniversary of The Senior Times
reminds us that freedom of the press is
one of the fundamental freedoms, together with freedom of thought, belief,
opinion and expression, granted us by
the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. Journalists report the news,
comment on issues of the day and
influence the public.
Former British prime minister Benjamin Disraeli said: “The press is not
only free, it is powerful. That power is
ours. It is the proudest that man can
enjoy. It was not granted by monarchs;
it was not gained for us by aristocracies; but it sprang from the people

the rights of the individual over the
right of the public to know.
The Quebec Civil Code states: “The
sittings of the courts are public wherever they may be held, but the court
may order that they be held in camera
in the interests of good morals or public order.” And again: “The judge may,
in a special case, prohibit or restrict, for
such time and on such conditions as he
may deem fair and reasonable, the publication or broadcast of information
pertaining to a sitting of the court.”
The American dramatist Arthur

R O A D T E St hT

Highway 440

Papineau

Legal Ease

and, with an immortal
instinct, it has always
worked for the people.”
Napoleon said: “Four
hostile newspapers are
more to be feared than a
thousand bayonets.”
With this freedom and power comes
responsibility. Our courts have held
that freedom of the press includes the
right of journalists to gather and diffuse information. This is of fundamental importance when the information
relates to our public institutions. But
there is a balance to be maintained between the right of the public to be informed, freedom of the press, the right
of individuals to privacy and the necessity to respect privileged communication. The courts are often called
upon to weigh these issues when making decisions. In so doing they take
into account the Quebec Charter of
Rights, which states:
“Every person has a right to the
safeguard of his dignity, honour and
reputation”; and “Every person has a
right to respect for his private life.”
We learn much of what is happening in our own society and in the
world through the press. Court hearings are public but in certain situations the law will give preference to
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Canadiens’ legacy has become an albatross upon the current edition

Juan on Juan
Juan Rodriguez
albatross upon the current edition;
it’s nigh impossible to match that
level of excellence. Those great years
established Montreal as the hockey
capital of the world, where expectations remain high—perhaps unrealistically so in this age of parity and
free agents. The Detroit Red Wings,
an arch-rival in the ’50s, has displayed
the kind of excellence, year in and
year out, over the past decade that
Montrealers once took for granted.
So often over the last two decades
I’ve watched them with the wish to
change channels and “return to those
thrilling days of yesteryear,” which
exist now only as memory (or on
DVD packages). Most of the 17 players whose jersey numbers the franchise has retired—the most of any
pro sports team—played during
those three glorious decades.
The first writer of any persuasion I
followed regularly was Red Fisher,
then the hockey reporter for the Montreal Star; I still follow him in the
Gazette, have even worked with him.
Once upon a time there were three
English-language papers to fill pages
on Canadiens exploits. The best was
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Photo: Michael Barera

I know it’s perverse, but I spent the
entire summer waiting for October
to roll around, so I could get back to
following the Montreal Canadiens,
as I’ve done since 1956 (when I was
8). In fact, as the years roll by, my
passion for the team grows—and so
does my frustration.
For in my inaugural season, les
Habitants won the first of an unprecedented five straight Stanley
Cups; the spell was broken in 1961
(by Chicago). Until then I thought
the Canadiens were supposed to win
every year, by divine right. The reality was a crushing blow to me.
They righted themselves, winning
four championships in the ’60s and
six more in the ’70s (including four
straight starting in ’76), the heyday
of Guy Lafleur and Ken Dryden.
Since then it’s been largely one disappointing season after another, as
they’ve failed to live up to their own
legacy. Their preponderance of Cup
victories in those three decades really
did make them “nos glorieux.” Today
that term is more often used with
irony if not outright sarcasm.
Twenty-five years ago, the Canadiens
won the Stanley Cup (their only championship season of the 1980s), and the
most hallowed team in hockey has
managed to win only once since then.
It should be admitted that the Canadiens’ legacy of the glory years has
become something of a shroud or

Jean Beliveau’s jersey hangs at the
Hockey Hall of Fame in Toronto.

the tabloid Montreal Herald, with
photos by the legendary David Bier
and diagrammatic arrows pointing to
the trajectory of the puck (usually
whizzing by an opposing goalie).
I am a pre-expansion (pre-1967)
boomer. There’s a huge disconnect
between the old six-team league, in
which teams played each other 14 times
over the season—giving blood-andguts gravity to the meaning of the word
“rivalry” and every game was a serious
affair (even against weaker teams)—
and today’s league (offhand I couldn’t
tell you how many teams there are).
Of course, back then the Canadiens
had first choice for acquiring the
services of French-Canadian players,
leading to the phrase “The Flying
Frenchmen.” And so my favourite
player was tall, elegant, smooth-skating Jean Beliveau. There was Maurice
“Rocket” Richard, in the twilight of
his career (ending in 1960) but still
capable of the drama that made him
the league’s most explosive player,
and his little brother Henri, the
“Pocket Rocket,” who virtually defined how a little player could compete in the league. Not to mention
Bernard “Boom Boom” Geoffrion,
who invented the slap shot. Claude

Provost started out as a checker
(playing against Gordie Howe and
opposition’s other best players) and
blossomed into a scorer. Finally, the
team was backstopped by the slithery
Jacques Plante (“Jake the Snake”),
who revolutionized goaltending with
his mobile style and was one of
hockey’s keenest analysts ever. (Bar
none, the best goalie I ever saw.)
Yet, the appellation “Flying Frenchman” was ultimately a misnomer.
How about Doug Harvey, Tom Johnson, Dickie Moore? The Canadiens
always had a blend of the two official
language groups—until now, that is.
Of course, today’s game is infused
with European players.
The closest the current edition has to
the speedy francophone archetype is
David Desharnais, who broke in last
season and could be a key to the team’s
fortunes this year. The other “big little
guys” are anglos: Michael Cammalleri
(my current fave, as much for his intelligence as his opportunistic style),
Brian Gionta and Scott Gomez. Add
the more sizeable Tomas Plekanec
(whom others around the league will
tell you is among the best two-way
player in the NHL), newly acquired
Erik Cole (a natural scorer once he’s
around the net), Max Pacioretty and
Andrei Kostitsyn, and you have the
makings of a dynamic nucleus that
could carry this team a long way. If
goalie Carey Price has the kind of season we know he’s capable of (logging
a league high 72 games last year) and
this team may indeed match the best
les Canadiens ever had, talent-wise.
At least, that’s the theory—or, perhaps
a better way of putting it: Hope springs
eternal. The legacy of the Canadiens’
historically proven greatest teams—
which those of us of a certain age had
the pleasure of watching—will allow
nothing less than ultimate victory.
Finally, a trick question: What’s the
best game I’ve seen Montreal play?
That’s an easy one. It was during the
1977 season—and they were playing
against each other at a practice.
Speed to burn.
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Obama’s strength heading into 2012 vote based on the vulnerable
Beneath all the posturing and verbal
pyrotechnics that mark today’s politics (particularly in the United
States), there runs a central question. What is the role of a national
government? The question applies
in certain instances in Canada (the
authorization of a monstrous pipe
line to carry oil to the Gulf Coast)
but this controversy plays out full
bore in the United States where both
major parties are consumed with it.
What is the role of a national government in a modern democracy?
There are two broad answers depending on where you stand on the conservative-liberal spectrum. Right wing
conservatives, now concentrated in
the Tea Party, argue that the role of
government should be minimal. It
should look after national security and
the federal police and not a great deal
more. In fact, Republican presidential
hopeful Rick Perry says if elected he
will make the Washington government as “inconsequential” as possible.
Others in the Tea Party are more
specific. They want to abolish a whole
raft of government departments starting with education. The Environmental Protection Agency would be
next on the list to go. What would replace the national government in its
oversight over these matters? The answer is the forces of the marketplace—that invisible hand that
according to the right wingers can always be counted on to right the system. (Never mind the unregulated
marketplace got us into the mess we
are in now).

Pit Stop
Neil McKenty
The marketplace can be counted on
to wring bad teachers out of the system and to make sure that good
teachers will get their just desserts.
This would be more easily accomplished if unions could be gotten rid
of. The right wingers don’t much like
unions. Not only do most of their
members support the Democrats, but
union activities, especially strikes
and walkouts, interfere with the even
treatment of the marketplace.
What about programs that help care
for the sick and the old? Of course the
extreme Republicans would not scrap
them altogether. But the philosophy
behind them would be different.
Everyone would have the right to pursue the American dream of life, liberty
and happiness. Some would make it,
some wouldn’t. A lot would depend
on market forces and some would depend on luck. But what would happen
to those who didn’t make it? Tough
luck. It’s inevitable that the market
will throw up some flotsam and jetsam. That’s the way the market works.
Besides, say the Tea Party, you were
only guaranteed a crack at the American Dream. There was no guarantee
that you’d achieve it.
Those on the progressive left see the
role of the national government in
quite a different way. They see its role

as providing a context that gives individuals a hand and if they fall on hard
times the government is there to support them. They support a whole network of social and medical services
that are meant to soften the cruel
hand of the impersonal market forces.
In this regard, it is not surprising that
many of the Tea Partiers want to gut
the social safety net. Medicare, social
security and employment insurance
and help for people ravaged by natural
disasters—all are under attack.
Of course this attack is camouflaged. The Republicans argue that in
order to help disaster victims, you
must cut an equivalent amount of
money out of other programs. All
under the rubric of balancing the
budget. It’s a cruel hoax while disaster victims wait in vain for help.
What is the role of government. This
question will now dominate American politics right up through the
election of 2012. Consider for a
minute how this question affects the
debate on taxation. The Republicans
flatly refuse to raise taxes by a thin
dime on millionaires or anybody
else. Such taxes distort market forces.
Never mind that there is less money
for programs like employment insurance. Tough. The role of the na-

tional government is not to prop up
losers but to encourage winners. (No
wonder the gap between the rich and
the poor in the States is widening).
Democrats have quite a different
view of the role of government. It is
not just to hold up the American
dream and yell, “Go for it” whether
you are from a slum or an Ivy League
College. The aim of the Democrats is
to ensure a level playing field so that
all have an equal chance at the prize.
Democrats support social and educational programs and medical programs that help those who are old
and sick. There is every reason to believe that in the coming election campaign the Democrats and Obama will
be on the right side of the government issue. After all there are a lot
more poor Americans than there are
rich ones. For example, polls show
that fully 75 per cent of Americans
support Obama on the tax issue. Why
in the world should business magnate
Warren Buffet pay taxes at a lower
rate than his secretary does?
Who has the winning hand in the
election? The Republicans who are
ready to cut services to the poor? Or
the Democrats who want to raise taxes
on the multi-rich? It’s a no-brainer.
mckenty@videotron.ca
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Trying to rehabilitate harmful four-letter words

Brian Gans, Notary
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Little did police constable Michael Sanguinetti
realize that his not-very-common name would
one day elicit over one million Google hits following his ill-advised use of a four-letter word
while addressing a group of students at Osgoode
Law School on matters of health and safety. In
case you haven’t heard, Sanguinetti advised
women to “avoid dressing like sluts” to mitigate
the risk of sexual assault.
Feeling that Sanguinetti’s comments were implying that victims were responsible for being attacked, a “SlutWalk” took place in Toronto in
April, attracting more than 3,000 angry demonstrators.
Before long, this type of march went viral and as
I write well over 50 slutwalks have been held in
various North American cities, such as Montreal,
Chicago and Los Angeles as well as similar events
in Melbourne, Amsterdam and London.
Slutwalktoronto.com states: “Historically, the
term ‘slut’ has carried a predominantly negative
connotation.
“Aimed at those who are sexually promiscuous,
be it for work or pleasure, it has primarily been
women who have suffered under the burden of
this label. And whether dished out as a serious indictment of one’s character or merely as a flippant
insult, the intent behind the word is always to
wound, so we’re taking it back. ‘Slut’ is being reappropriated.”

Lynda Pitt-Taylor
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The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
This raises the following question: Can the
meaning of slut be rehabilitated?
Before answering this question, it might be instructive to look at the etymology of “slut.”
The Oxford English Dictionary offers two main
definitions: a) “A woman of dirty, slovenly, or untidy habits or appearance; a foul slattern.” (This
sense is still quite common in England, particularly among older people); b) “A woman of low
or loose character; a bold or impudent girl; a
hussy, jade.”
Notwithstanding that the “loose” rather than the
“slovenly” sense is the dominant one, the latter is
listed first because its first usage in the 15th century preceded the second by 50 years.
It should be noted that under definition b), the
OED mentions that slut can be employed “In
playful use, or without serious imputation of
bad qualities.”
For example, in 1664, diarist Samuel Pepys referred to his servant girl Susan as a “most admirable slut who pleases us mightily.”
One should note, however, that the last
recorded “playful” sense of slut was in 1884 by
C.G. Gordon, and when Charles Dickens uses the
word in Nicholas Nickleby as well as in Dombey
& Son decades earlier, it carries a strong licentious connotation.
So there can be no doubt that nowadays when
both men and women direct the word toward
women, it is invariably a term of opprobrium.
The sense of disdain can range from the relatively mild to the almost vitriolic; seeing a slut as
a woman with low self-esteem who dresses
provocatively to make herself more desirable, to
seeing a slut as someone with low moral character
who is not selective with whom she copulates.
Men are generally not called “sluts” and probably
most men would not be concerned if similarly labelled. As a result of the double standard in society,
men are more likely to be referred to positively as
“studs”or by the somewhat archaic term“ladies’man.”
So to answer the question on whether the term
“slut” can be reappropriated, the answer is largely
a resounding “No!”
The reality is that only the people whose attitude toward equality of the genders is not problematic will use “slut” in a non-derogatory
manner. In any case, the English words people
choose to use is not controllable, because no person or force owns them.
For example, while some francophones might
be unhappy with all the “anyways” and “ohmygods” found in their vernacular, as language use
is a democratic process; nothing can be done
about it.
Even if eventually by some process the meaning
of the word is ameliorated, unless societal attitudes change, before long there would be another
pernicious word employed to debase women.
hrichler@gmail.com
Howard Richler’s latest book is Strange Bedfellows:
The Private Lives of Words.

Well-aged delights are not old food, they are mature food
Old times. Old folks. Old Food.
Prohibitively expensive 50-year-old
balsamic vinegar, barely affordable
25-year-old port, 4-year-old Canadian
cheddar with a sharp taste and slight
crystalline crunch on the tooth, 18month-old prosciutto sliced paper thin
and melting on the tongue, 3-monthold home made orange marmalade,
thousand-year-old Chinese eggs.
Twenty-eight-day-old air-dried beef,
bock beer, a hard karnatzel, Schwartz’s
smoked meat, kimchi, sauerkraut, yogurt, cider vinegar, sourdough bread.
So many great things age well, well
before we taste them.
In our rush for fast food, we often
forget that time is also an ingredient
in foods we enjoy.
Actually, enjoy isn’t the right word.
I think it is savour. Even the word
savour implies that we will indulge
ourselves and take time to relish (ahh,
and that is such a wonderful word in
itself) the flavour. The Flavourguy
believes that the expression “time is of
the essence” goes both ways. For some
things, speed is required. But time is
also essential to bring out the best
qualities in good food, even ourselves.
With aged food, we often don’t
know what we will get. The smell, the
taste, come as a surprise.

rying their bags behind
them, the smell from
the cheese wafted down.
“This place stinks,”
one of them said. “Why
would Barry suggest
that we stay here?” The
porter, I was told, simply chuckled.
Our senses trick us. A stinky room
isn’t pleasant; a ripe Stilton is superb.
I have noticed that as I age, food

Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar
A fall apple must be crisp and juicy.
A freshly cooked chicken should
taste, well, of chicken and seasonings.
We don’t want something else and
we don’t expect something on our
plate that has substantially mutated.
But delicious, aged food has gone
through a mutation. And once a food
has gone through this process, we are
ready to shift our allegiances.
“It was a good fruitcake, but not as
good as last year’s.” Or: “I’m sure that
the sausage had more garlic the last
time you made it.”
My sister and a friend once planned
a trip to London. I recommended
that they stay in a small old hotel that
had been the home of William Hazlitt, the 19th-century essayist. The
hotel was narrow with a high winding staircase. Their room was near
the top.
I had arranged that there should be
a large wedge of Stilton cheese and a
bottle of port in their room. As they
climbed the stairs, with a porter car-

Time is also an ingredient
in foods we enjoy.
competes with memory. It has nostalgia for a mistress. I often find myself eating something that may not
taste quite as good as I expected, yet
I continue to eat it, because I am
searching for that hidden memory of
when it tasted fantastic. Yes, this is
what tomatoes used to taste like and,
huzzah, they still do! And don’t these
ripe autumn pears go great with that
old cheese?
So here’s to aged food, call it mature.
The kids won’t like it. That’s for sure.
As for us, we’ll procure
Strong tastes, ripe flavours, and so
ensure
We each become an epicure.

OK, try this: Hard and hearty vegetables from crudités leftovers: bits of
broccoli, slices of carrot, peppers, etc.
Anything hard (leave out the cucumber).
Heat some oil in a pot, cook a clove
or two of chopped garlic and a
chopped onion until both are soft.
Cut the veggies into toothsome bits.
The amount doesn’t matter. Less
makes soup, more edges toward stew.
Both are good.
Stir.
When the veggies have cooked for
a few minutes, add chicken, beef or
vegetable stock. Homemade is best,
but canned and cubes are OK.
When the carrots are soft (but not
too soft), it’s done.
Add tomato paste, salt (if necessary) and pepper. I also like to add
oregano or herbes de province but
others prefer the Simon and Garfunkle mix (parsley, sage, rosemary and
thyme).
Serve with a crusty loaf and a hard,
aged Italian cheese for grating, such
as asiago, romano, or parmesan.
Of course, it tastes even better the
next day.
flavourguy@theseniortimes.com
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Sellers can take advantage of financial headwinds outside Canada
July 2011. The same
pattern was displayed in
2010. Generally, this increase in new listings,
near the end of summer,
demonstrates the end of
the slow season and the
beginning of the rise in the fall season. And as with any market slowdown, the time to sell a property
increases. The average sale transaction in the summer took seven per
cent longer to complete than in
the later part of the winter, which
is normal.
What is different about the 2011
real estate market compared with
2010 is the data for new listings, sale
transactions and the number of active listings on the market. There was
a 6.8-per-cent increase in the num-

Real Estate Realities
Daniel Smyth
Soon we will all be adjusting our
clocks and getting ready for the
change in time for the change in
seasons. My mom always used to
say: “We spring forward and fall
backward” as we adjust out clocks.
Well, the real estate market is not
much different. The summer has
been quiet, but now that the fall is
here sales activity “heats up” prior to
Christmas.
In August 2011, the total number of
new listings that hit the market in the
greater Montreal area increased over
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ber of new listings between September 2010 and August 2011, but the
number of sale transactions was 5.4
per cent lower; thus, the number of
active listings on the market (all categories of properties) grew by 12.5
per cent.
Overall, there have been more active
listings for buyers to choose from and
thus, competition has risen.
During this year’s “slow season,”
there has been an increase in the
number of sale transactions over last
year. Previous months (September to
May) demonstrated the opposite,
where the number of sale transactions was lower in 2011 vs. 2010. This
is good news for owners who are
looking to put their property on the
market in the fall.
These new numbers demonstrate
that the market is still, overall, a
seller’s market in the greater Montreal area. Reinforcing this conclusion is the fact that the average price
per transaction actually increased, by
6.7 per cent. However, sellers should
be aware that for the past year the
relative number of listings on the

market is slowly increasing and understand the market in their neighbourhood.
It is expected that more new listings
will hit the market in the fall and the
relative number of sale transactions
may not offset the competitive aspect
of the market. Taking advantage of
two traditional sale peaks (fall and
winter) would better guarantee sale
success as opposed to waiting for the
winter season alone after the New
Year. If more competition is expected, then what is the point in
waiting for it to come as opposed to
trying now when competition is less.
And for buyers, what should be of
importance is that interest rates remain low, which makes qualifying
for mortgages in a seller’s market
attainable.
“The housing market in Canada remained on a firm footing in August
when compared to volatile financial
markets,” said Gary Morse, president
of the Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA). “Through their actions, homebuyers are showing that
they remain confident about the stability of the Canadian housing market, and recognize that the
continuation of low interest rates
represents an excellent opportunity
to buy their first home or trade up.”
Interest rates will probably remain
suppressed for some time.
“Once again, economic and financial market headwinds outside
Canada are keeping interest rates
lower for longer,” said Gregory
Klump, CREA’s chief economist.
“Those headwinds will likely persist
until, and indeed after, fiscal
quagmires in the U.S. and Europe
are resolved.
In the meantime, the Bank of
Canada will have ample reason to
delay raising interest rates further,
which is supportive for the Canadian
housing market.” Buyers should be
prepared to pay more for property in
the months and year to come.
dsmyth@sutton.com

Seven simple points can help you avoid investment-portfolio pitfalls

Financial Fitness
When it comes to evaluating your portfolio’s
performance, many people think “gains are good
and losses are bad,” which is generally true, but
you could find that making investment decisions
on that basis may lead to some problems.
Here are seven of the most common mistakes
you can try to avoid when analyzing your investments’ performance.
Evaluating performance over a short period of
time: People tend to buy investments that have
performed well and sell those that have performed
poorly over the short term. This habit of “buying
when you feel good and selling when you feel bad”
can be the equivalent of buying when prices are
high and selling when prices are low.
Blaming the manager/financial adviser for factors beyond his or her control: Has the value of
your investment fallen because it’s a bad investment or because the overall stock or bond market
fell? Market declines are an inevitable part of the
investing process and not a reason to sell quality
investments. Assuming poor management or bad
advice is the reason for your investment’s decline
can be a mistake.
Failing to consider the impact of money moving into and out of the account: A proper assessment of your portfolio’s performance will factor
in the amount of money being invested and withdrawn. If you don’t do this, you could come to the
wrong conclusions about an investment’s performance. Be sure to consider its cash flow.
Looking backward instead of forward: The legal
disclaimer appearing on nearly all investment literature states that “past performance may not be
an indication of future results.” This statement
should be etched on the minds of every investor.
When recent performance is strong, investors think
it will last forever. However, after long periods of
underperformance, people tend to abandon investments instead of holding for the long-term,
only to miss out on potential opportunity.

Source: FactSet

Deborah Leahy

Failing to account for income: The primary investment goal for most people is to have enough money
to live comfortably in retirement. To meet that goal,
you should own investments that generate enough income to cover bills and any extra activities you want to
pursue.You’ll probably own fixed-income investments
and equities, both of which can pay income. Equities
tend to pay a lower rate of income but offer the potential to grow over time through dividend increases.
Remember that dividends can be increased, decreased
or eliminated at any point with or without notice. Investors who understand this should realize performance comes from not only growth, but also income.
Having unrealistic expectations: Wide price
swings in the stock market can be difficult to
stomach. Equities can be particularly uncomfortable to own when the news is bad and the market
is down. However, owning quality equities can
provide the potential for growth. The key is to
make sure you have a long-term perspective.
Failing to take risk into account: Some people
buy riskier investments after the market has risen
and safer investments after the market has
dropped. This approach can significantly reduce

long-term investment returns. Riskier investments
will likely experience wider price swings. The opposite is true for more conservative investments.
With these seven points in mind, make sure you
regularly review your portfolio with your financial adviser and talk about rebalancing as needed,
which can reduce risk and help keep you on track
to meeting your long-term goals.
Deborah Leahy is an investment adviser with
Edward Jones, specializing in assisting seniors.
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Travel and communication have come a long way, baby When grands
When we travel today, the way
If you’re heading somewhere by
we share contacts with people is
air, a handy app to keep abreast
usually taken for granted: visual
of your flight is FlightStatus.
cellphones, Facebook, Flicker,
Plug in the data and you’ll find
and so on. But in 1986—a mere
out whether you’re spending the
Mark
Medicoff
25 years ago—senior travellers
night at the airport.
literally lived in a communicaHaving a language problem? A
tions vacuum.
voice within reach of anyone almost number of apps provide handy and
In 1986, there were three models of anywhere, very inexpensively.
quick translations. A world clock app
cellphones, each the size of a loaf of
Next, find apps that further embel- will keep you instantly aware of time
bread and considerably heavier. At lish your travels—you have 4,000 to differences to avoid raising the ire of
the time, the “Internet” was a link choose from. A great companion app the folks back home when you call
shared by research and educational I use comes from Tripwolf.com and too early.
organizations to access supercom- provides free or inexpensive ($1.99)
Another good App I like is AppBox
puters. Email—then a truly complex destination information. You can Lite, which allows you access to curactivity—was the domain of big
rency exchange rates and
business. In 1986, I was a journalist
national holidays—
using the magic of word processing
handy, when you conon a Commodore 64.
sider I once lost two days
The Net, with its first
traveling because a nabrowsers to access Web
tional holiday all but
pages, had to wait until
emptied the streets. In
the next decade to revothe morning, I organize
lutionize travel. The callmy day relative to the
ing card (remember we
weather, from The
bought them for our kids
Weather Channel app—
so they would call home) The Commodore 64 is a distant cousin of the tiny iPod Touch.
museum or walk.
weren’t even being used yet in the download maps, subway systems,
There are apps that provide info in
U.S. In 1986, digital photography and other info that can be accessed magazine formats; a few you might
was science fiction.
from your Touch even when you’re look at are Thomas Cooke’s MYAnd that’s what I want to talk to you not connected to WiFi.
Cruise and Travel apps, EndlessVacaabout: How today’s technology has
Tripwolf’s site compares to a visit at tion and TVRL magazine apps, as
become an indispensable aid for sen- a world Net café. Another app—iTrav- well as Jet Away and Couch Traveler
ior travel. The current blast of “at- elFree)—provides “open source” (free HD Earth Explorer.
your-fingertips” information is a real to share) info and has free maps and
Other apps that fall outside of the
boon, providing senior travellers with destination info you can download. “travel” category but nevertheless
a safer and more engaging experience.
Travel Guide apps are available for enhance a vacation are the news apps
A one-time $250 expenditure for almost every conceivable country. I go from home, like the CBC or U.S.
an iPod Touch is the least expensive for the free ones first, then for those channels, including a great app from
way to travel with a computer. In modestly priced, from $2 to $5. When NPR. All the major newspapers have
1986, a similarly powered computer you’re spending so much on a vaca- apps and there’s even a yoga app that
took two entire rooms to host—one tion, a small “information” budget is displays positions on an airplane
for cooling and one for computing. worthwhile.
seat. To review your travel memories
With the Touch, all you have to do
An app called Tripadvisor gives you back home, download a journal app.
is look for an ubiquitous WiFi con- the lowdown (by consumer voting) Like to keep track of your expendinection (try the Easy WiFi app to about places to stay and eat in a great tures while abroad? Yep, there’s an
find one) and you’re connected to many destinations, so you don’t have to app for that, too.
the World Wide Web for your travel- be stuck in a deplorable hotel or spend
So how did we ever survive those
ing inquiries. The first app I down- a fortune for a meal … take a breath 1980s information-less years? I think
loaded was Skype, an Internet and consult your Touch, you’ll find we scribbled a lot more postcards to
telephone system that brings your there is always another place to stay. our pre-Facebook friends.

are parents, too

Photos: Bill Bertram, Saiht

Roads Scholar

Hilary Havens
Tyndale St-Georges, a Little Burgundy fixture since 1927, has long
served the needs of its community
through a rich array of programs.
It boasts three major departments
that address the needs of young parents and their infants, school-age
children, and adults looking to rejoin
the workforce.
The Grandparents Group seeks to
fill the needs of grandparents.
It is the product of a generous oneyear grant that Tyndale St-Georges received from Marguerite Blais, Quebec
minister responsible for seniors. The
Grandparents Group is geared toward
seniors involved in caregiving and parenting, as it strives to create a “socialrecreational group for grandparents.”
Program participant Irmeli Vastamaa emphasizes the communal nature of the program: “It’s good
because it gets us all out, and we get
to talk about the problems that
grandparents have in general.”
The group meets Tuesday mornings from 10:30 to noon and offers a
variety of activities. Some of the recent activities have been low-key,
such as relaxation therapy, computer
classes and coffee meetings. Others
are more active, such as dance classes
and a trip to a bowling alley alongside members of Tyndale’s day camp.
Meetings continue till Christmas,
and new participants are encouraged
to attend. The ultimate goal of the
program, according to co-ordinator
Heather Kooistra, is “to provide opportunities to meet new people; we
hope that the relationships people
build within the program won’t be
limited to the program.”
Tyndale St-Georges is at 870 Place
Richmond.
514-931-6265 x 31, sarahlusthaus
@tyndalestgeorges.com.

SAVING
FOR
THE
FUTURE
WAS THE FIRST STEP. LET US HELP YOU MAKE

THOSE SAVINGS LAST.

How much can I withdraw to do everything I’ve planned? How much
spending is too much spending? Will all the years of saving be enough?

FUNERAL HOME

If these are the questions you’re asking yourself these days, let’s
schedule a time when we can sit down and answer them together.

A family business since 1958

A lot went into getting you to this stage in your life.
Let us help you make sure you get the most out of it.
560 Lakeshore Dr.
Dorval
2125 Notre-Dame
Lachine

514-631-1511
514-639-1511

Julie Cardinal
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Deborah H Leahy

Investment Advisor
.

4080 Sources Blvd, Suite 102
Dollard Des Ormeaux

514-684-4600

www.edwardjones.com

Member – Canadian Investor Protection Fund

Photo courtesy of the Bank of Canada

Canadian bills get minty fresh
Jeremy Gill
The Bank of Canada has decided to
introduce a new and improved series of bank notes that will help reduce counterfeiting.
These notes are made out of one
durable sheet of polymer, which will
last two and a half times longer than
the regular cotton bills. They combine
transparency, holography and other
sophisticated security elements. The
polymer series are not only more secure, they are also more cost-effective.
After being taken out of circulation,
for the first time in Canada they will
be recycled into other products.
These safer, cheaper, and greener bills
are a 21st century achievement in
which all Canadians will take pride and
place their confidence, the BoC says.
The first bank notes were issued in
1817 by a Montreal bank. Notes were
produced for the government by the
Bank of Montreal between 1842 and
1862. In 1866, the province of Canada
began issuing its own paper money.
In 1913, with 10 chartered banks issuing notes, the Bank of Canada was
founded. In 1944, the chartered
banks were prohibited from issuing
their own currency, with the Royal
Bank of Canada and the Bank of
Montreal among the last to issue
notes. A liability of more than $12
million remains on the BoC’s books,

Ship ahoy
The CCGS Amundsen, which
graces the new $50 bill, is an icebreaker-turned-research-vessel
operated by the Canadian Coast
Guard. The Amundsen spends
half the year sailing for the Coast
Guard and the other conducting
scientific research in the Arctic.
The science program is managed
by a consortium of Canadian universities, led by Université Laval.
The aim of the research is to help
minimize the negative effects of
climate change and industrialization in the Far North.
Source: amundsen.ulaval.ca
representing the face value of Dominion of Canada, provincial and
chartered bank notes outstanding.
The number of counterfeit notes
passed annually in Canada peaked in
2004, with 470 reported cases per
one million notes. Last year, there
were 35 counterfeit notes detected
per million.
The Bank of Canada will introduce
a $100 bill in November. The $50 bill
will follow in March 2012. The $20,
$10 and $5 will be unveiled and issued by the end of 2013.
Jeremy Gill is a Grade 7 student at
Royal West Academy.

Côte des Neiges and N.D.G. will distribute compost on Saturday,
October 8, from 10 a.m. to noon at the chalets in Macdonald Park and
Notre Dame de Grâce Park. Bring containers and proof of residence.

ONLY

$

6- 9.
$

00

Lower in salt and made with fresh
ingredients. Meals come in biodegradable
containers for easy freezing, and can be
heated in the microwave or oven.

TIRED FEET? NEVER AGAIN!
WE WEAR MEPHISTO SHOES WITH SOFT-AIR TECHNOLOGY!

TURNA
(women)
HIKE
(men)

Delivered to your home!

For Menu call:
A convenient way to have a nutritional home-style meal.
From the freezer to microwave oven.

514 713-1951 or 613 632-9249
comfortmeals@sympatico.ca
www.comfortmeals.ca

ew
s N ipes
y
a
c
Alw ty Re
Tas

FOR A COMFORTABLE AND
EFFORTLESS WALKING EXPERIENCE.
The SOFT-AIR TECHNOLOGY of MEPHISTO makes tired feet a
thing of the past. The flexible SOFT-AIR mid-sole minimizes the
shock resulting from walking which offers protection to your feet,
relief for your joints and proper care for your back.

FOR HEALTHY FEET

For more information:
1 888 411.3310 / www.mephisto.com
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Lest we forget the other tragic 9/11

Trumpeter allows music to breathe

Terrorism of another kind was unleashed on 9/11, but the year was
1973. On that day, General Augusto
Pinochet, with the knowledge and
support of the United States and
Central Intelligence Agency, overthrew the democratically elected
social democratic government of
Salvadore Allende.
Allende committed suicide as thousands of students, teachers, union activists and political opponents were
arrested without charge. Hundreds

Trumpeter Lina Allemano is a rising
star among younger musicians who
chose the freedom highway of improvised music to express and create.
Her latest CD, Jargon (Luna
Records), is a showcase of her talent
as performer, leader and composer,
on seven originals. The music is a
highly original and creative mix of
time signatures, textures, melodies,
off-the-wall arpeggios and repeated
motifs. The music has its serious moments, but it never overpowers.
Allemano believes in allowing the
music to breathe, leaving lots of
space for her improv to take shape in
a non-aggressive way.
At its core, the music is replete with
humour, a lightness that lifts the
spirit. Her quartet, including Brodie
West (alto sax), Andrew Downing

were herded into Santiago’s soccer
stadium to await their fate. Security
forces broke the hands of beloved
singer/songwriter Victor Jara before
he was machine-gunned to death.
According to the Chilean Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, more
than 3,000 people were killed during
17 years of Pinochet’s dictatorship, almost the same number as died in the
terror attacks on the U.S. on Sept. 11,
2001. Among the Chileans, more than
1,000 were listed as “disappeared.”

(bass) and Nick Fraser (drums), perform Friday, October 21, at L’Envers,
185 Van Horne, near de l’Esplanade,
9pm.
Drummer Fraser is featured in
Spectacle: Live!, the Peripheral Vision
CD from a live session at The Cellar
in Vancouver, with melodic leads
from Trevor Hogg on tenor sax and
Don Scott on electric guitar.
Five of the compositions are by
bassist Michael Herring, a leading
contributor to the free jazz scene in
Canada, while four of the pieces are
by guitarist Hogg.
This group has tremendous cohesive
power, a storehouse of original ideas
delivered with gusto and confidence.
Each piece is a musical statement
combining beauty and impact.
Irwin Block

FIVE WOMEN. FIVE FRIENDS.
Long-standing rivalries and long-kept secrets come to the surface when
a friend succumbs to cancer in The Arrangement, an original play by
Christine Rodrigues.
October 25-30, Espace 4001, 4001 Berri. 514-518-3880, latigressa@live.ca

Residential Assisted
Living for Seniors

The Montclair Residence
• All-inclusive Meals + Care
• Certified Caregivers,
Nursing Staff
• Up to 3 hrs of care daily
• Exercise Program
• Tea Time, Activities
• Visiting Physician
Certified by Quebec Provincial Government and
teaching center for McGill University & CEGEP

The Salvation Army Montclair Residence
For further information, please call

Vicky Stewart

514-481-5638 (710)

4413 Montclair Ave., Montreal (NDG) H4B 2J4
Owned and operated by The Salvation Army

Funeral planning…
it’s a matter of life or debt
RIDEAU MEMORIAL GARDENS, FUNERAL HOME,
MAUSOLEUM AND CREMATION CENTRE

4239 Sources Blvd., Dollard des Ormeaux
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FACT: The need for a funeral is inevitable.
…Rising costs are also inevitable.
SOLUTION: Complete your plans now and you
could save thousands of dollars over time.

Ensure your family will not be burdened
with unexpected debt on your behalf.

Get started now with a FREE Pre-planning Kit.

Call: 514-683-6700

Start
planning
from only

$75
/month

Plan today

Hometown flutist Langevin returns to Montreal with the N.Y. Phil
In politics or baseball, Robert Langevin would be
considered a traitor, greeted with prison or spitballs. In the world of classical music, though, the
Sherbrooke-born onetime associate principal
flute with the Montreal Symphony Orchestra, will
step out on the stage of the new concert hall and
be greeted with applause worthy of his talents.
After Sir James Galway left his first chair flute position with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,
Langevin is perhaps the world’s best-known orchestral flutist. In Montreal, he made more than
30 recordings with the orchestra.
With the New York Philharmonic, where he has
held his first chair for more than a decade, his ensemble playing has been singled out by the international music review site, ConcertoNet, as
“dazzling,” an “extraordinary sound,” and in Lorin
Maazel’s Romance for Flute and Orchestra, written
for Galway, “a splendid artist.”
Coming back to Montreal for performance with
the N.Y. Philharmonic on November 4 and 5 will
be a personal delight.
“Essentially,” he tells The Senior Times, “because
I am playing one of the greatest concertos ever
written for the flute.”
The Concerto for Flute and Harp played with the
orchestra’s first chair harpist, Nancy Allen, is controversial, since Mozart volubly wrote to his father that
he intensely disliked the sound of the instrument.
“He probably had good reason to,” Langevin says.
“Flute players at that time were not technically as
adept as he wished for. Nonetheless, Mozart wrote
music that satisfied himself, even if the soloist then
couldn’t play it.
“If I happened to think of anything besides the
music itself when playing it, I would think first of
the absolute beauty of the work. But second, how
Mozart experiences such emotional variety. Initially, you conceive how lyrically, how almost operatically the work sounds for flute and harp. But
then you realize how, like in any aria, moods
change suddenly. From pure song to angry declarations, from the freedom of the notes to a sterner,
more serious emotion.
“Nor does Mozart give you much time to think
about these changes. It’s easy enough to say that
Mozart wrote music that flows right along. But actually, he changes course without any preparations. When you listen carefully, he actually jolts
you from one emotion to another.”
Langevin has been performing as a soloist and
orchestral musician since the age of 15, garnering

Manhattan School of Music and the Orford International Summer Festival.
Teaching, he says, “is a special kind of learning. It
isn’t teaching in words, of course. And when I play a
section and hear how students listen and how they
interpret a passage, I can look at it differently as well.”
As a rule, orchestral musicians see their colleagues
respectfully. But as part of a unique elite, they rarely
surrender to emotional extravagance. This visit,
though, will put Langevin in a special position.
“For a decade, I’ve been telling the New York
players about the joys of Montreal restaurants. Finally, they’re pestering me for suggestions on the
best food.
“Second only to playing Mozart for a hometown
“Nothing better than dining again in Montreal.”
audience,” he says, “I can think of nothing better
awards. That has meant pure concentration, rather than dining again in Montreal.”
than describing meaning.
For ticket information, call 514-842-9951.
Drawn to the flute at 12, he joined the Sherbrooke
Symphony a mere three years later. He inevitably
Permettez-moi de profiter de cette
occasion pour saluer le travail,
migrated to Montreal. But with his talent, this was
l’engagement et la générosité
hardly an Oliver Twist rags-to-riches story.
exceptionnels de toutes les personnes
In the Montreal Conservatory, he graduated with
associés à la publication de l’un des
journaux les plus inspirants,
first prizes in flute and chamber music. Garnering
The Senior Times. Je vous souhaite :
the Prix d’Europe, Langevin studied in Europe,
Bonne continuation et
Bon 25e Anniversaire !
then joined the MSO as associate flutist, as well as
soloist in the Musica Camerata Montreal and
Permit me to take this opportunity
to salute the exceptional work, the
l’Ensemble de la société de musique contempocommitment and the generosity of the
Jacques Chagnon
raine du Québec.
many individuals associated with the
Député de / MNA for
With Charles Dutoit, “the most demanding conWestmount–Saint-Louis publication of one of the most inspiring
newspapers, The Senior Times.
ductor,” this was an Augean life, but Mr. Langevin
1155, rue University
I wish you all much success and a
Bureau 1312
reveled in it.
Happy 25th Anniversary!
Montréal (Québec)
H3B 3A7
“My goal was to play music and any kind of
Tél: 514-395-2929
jchagnon-wsl@assnat.qc.ca
music was fine with me. I really didn’t expect to
Jacques Chagnon
get a full-time orchestra job, I just wanted to be
able to play as well as I could, no matter the style.”
PHARMACIE
After 13 years, he left Canada for the Pittsburgh
Symphony, and after several years, he won first
PHARMACY
chair with the New York Philharmonic.
All pharmacies are not created equal.
Being first chair, he says, is a special joy: “Being a
principal player, you get to play a lot more and
don’t need to do as much outside work.”
Lackman & Masella
want to thank
It’s also garnered the special joy of working with
the most important conductors in the world, from
The Senior Times
citizens
Pierre Boulez to Kurt Masur and the present confor helping our Senior
of life.
ductor, Alan Gilbert (“A more intellectual conobtain a better quality k!
ductor,” he describes him), who will lead the New
Keep up the good wor
th
ry!
York Philharmonic in Montreal.
Happy 25 Anniversa
In theory, this means playing tennis with his wife
(a special passion), but in actuality, he is engaged
5462 Westminster Avenue, Côte St-Luc
in giving classes throughout the United States and
Tel: (514) 489-4909 • Fax: (514) 489-8985
in such countries as Canada, Spain, Costa Rica,
Toll Free: 1-888-489-4909
Japan, North Korea, Singapore and Vietnam.
Email: info@lmpharmacy.ca
He is on the faculties of The Juilliard School,
Photo courtesy of the New York Philharmonic

Harry Rolnick

Thank you Senior Times for improving the quality
of life for our Senior community.
Happy 25th anniversary!
Make Manoir King David Your Home
5555 Trent, Côte St. Luc, tel: 514-486-1157 • www.manoirkingdavid.com
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Bodybuilders are masters in the art of refusing to act their age
sons undertaken by two men who are absolute masters in the art of refusing to act their age.
Destiny threw Norman Spatz a curve ball when
When Spatz started training under Caruso in
he met legendary bodybuilding trainer July 2009, he weighed 230 pounds and had a 38Jimmy Caruso in the gym two years ago … and inch waistline. This mindset was rooted in Spatz’s
he hit a home run.
non-athletic past. Born in New Jersey, Spatz had
Spatz thought he was destined to be fat for life. developed a mild form of polio as a child, which
Caruso, whose view of his own destiny is great- might have contributed to a deformity in his anness, would have none of it.
kles that required many operations.
Spatz, 63, an affable, bespectacled 63-year-old
“I never played baseball, I didn’t run, and I could
N.D.G. resident, went on to build a lean, healthy, hardly walk.” Spatz’s condition resulted in a ceremuscular body that doesn’t befit his age.
bral lifestyle that led to a career in education. Spatz
“I think we have a vision of who we are physi- is a writer, teacher, webpage editor, and walkingcally and we accept it,” Spatz says.“I never thought tour guide. He had started weight training in his 20s
that was going to change.”
and discovered he was naturally strong, but that didBut change is what one bombastic artistic genius n’t affect his weight. “I figured I was destined to be
of a giant, the diminutive 85-year-old man named fat, but at least I was strong and fat.”
Caruso, is all about.
Then Caruso made his pitch at Gymzone in Dé“This wizened, gnome-like person came up to carie Square and Spatz came up to the plate.
me while I was doing my bench press and said,
“It was a summer project,” Spatz said. “I wanted
‘You’re doing it wrong, you’re doing it wrong’,” to see what this elderly man could do.”
Norman Spatz, 63, works to build a muscular body
Spatz remembers. Spatz bragged he could press
He had a successful track record dating back to the
that doesn’t befit is age.
395 pounds. “So what?” Caruso responded. “Look ’50s to prove it. Caruso is a bodybuilding pioneer, forat your chest. You have tits! The top of your chest mer gym owner, world-class photographer, trainer
“When I train someone, I expect results,” Caruso
is overdeveloped. You have a stomach.”
of countless bodybuilders—including Mr. Canada said. “If I don’t get results, I find a way.”
And so it began, Spatz’s incredible fitness jour- champions—musician, a self-taught visionary who
He found a way with Spatz, tailoring a weight trainney driven by Caruso—a journey filled with les- brings artistry and passion to everything he does. ing and nutrition program for him.“He approaches
exercise in a sculptural way,” Spatz says. It wasn’t
pleasant, but I couldn’t argue with the results.”
Spatz trains at least three times a week and for
four to five hours.
Nutrition is an integral part of the program, and
one that requires as much discipline as weight
training. “When I go to a restaurant I watch other
people eat. It’s not worth facing the scale—or
Caruso,” Spatz says.
Spatz once announced, much to Caruso’s horror,
that he was going to attend a wine and cheese function. During the evening Spatz received a phone
call from his trainer asking what he was eating.
“Jimmy, it’s a wine and cheese,” Spatz replied.
Caruso told Spatz to pick the cheeses with the lowest fat content. “He was so determined, so focused,
so insistent, but I was ready to go along for the
ride,” Spatz says.
The journey has resulted in achievements Spatz
never thought possible. He lost more than 40
pounds in two years and now weighs 187. He went
from a size 38 to a 33. His systolic blood pressure
went from 138 to 112 in a year, causing his doctor
to do a double take. Spatz went from being
ashamed of his body to being proud of it, though
not quite used to it.
“At our core, I think we have a vision of who we
physically are and we accept it. The chronological
age doesn’t match how I feel inside.The unfortunate thing with people is that when they perceive
they are old, they have to act old.
“My goal is to find a lifestyle that helps me maintain the shape I’m in. There is just too much that
could go wrong when you get older. I feel what I’m
doing is an insurance policy.
“I’m perfectly willing to give Jimmy the credit,”
Spatz said. “I didn’t do this on my own. To have
not only the discipline but the knowledge—I
couldn’t do it.” A protégé’s success is a source of
pride for Caruso. “It’s more important for me to
(1 km East of Sources)
get results than for them. I improve them no matwww.hyundaiulsan.com
ter what.” As for getting old: “That’s for those who
1625 Hymus Blvd, Dorval Tel.:
don’t have a goal.”
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ULSAN HYUNDAI

514 683-5702
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Charles Abramovici

Some humans are dogs’ best friends, especially shelter volunteers
Kristine Berey

dog toys, which must be disinfectible—so no teddy bears.”
Lending a hand is also appreciated.
Volunteers have a vast array of tasks
they can choose from. They can use
their photo skills to post pictures of
animals to adopt on Petfinder.com,
they can come to play with the cats,
which languish in their cages for long
periods, or if volunteers are fit and
strong, they can become dogwalkers.
“We always have a need for foster
families,” Devine says. Some animals
are too young to be adopted, recovering from a treatable illness or there

are simply too many of
them at the shelter.
“Taking on an animal
temporarily really helps
the SPCA, but it’s not
a permanent commitment.”
To offer help to the animals recently rescued,
call the Humane Society
International Canada at
514-395-2914.
To adopt, foster or volunteer at the SPCA call
514-735-2711 x 2243.

Photos: Kristine Berey

Choosing the images for this photo
essay was almost as difficult as taking them.
An animal in limbo is infinitely sad
to behold and, as sentient beings, disturbingly human. The camera captures this better than the naked eye
and not being able to show all the animals, or take them home for that
matter, is frustrating.
Newspaper headlines exacerbate
this feeling. When the largest puppy
mill raid in Quebec came to light recently, leaving a small number of
people coping with hundreds of maltreated dogs, we learned many of the
dogs were pregnant and their numbers will soar by another hundred, to
more than 600.
But there are small ways to help the
animals without taking on the longterm responsibility of adoption, says
Alanna Devine, executive director of
the SPCA, such as donations or volunteering.
“Donations need not be only monetary. We’re always looking for fleece
blankets for our animals, always
looking for cat toys, which can be
anything from ping-pong balls to
anything you would buy in a store, or
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NEW GENER ATION AND DISTINCTIVE RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX
FOR EARLY RETIREMENT AND SENIOR LIVING

WHEN YOU BUY A CONDO

R E N TA L A PA R T M E N T S

AT VILLAGIA DE L’ÎLE PATON
• Your monthly charges

Lanthier Royal – Pointe-Claire
321 Lanthier, Suite 106

are cut in half, compared
to renting.
• We guarantee buyback

THE CHOICE TO BUY OR RENT

of your condo.

CALL NOW: 514-418-0113
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED IN YOUR RENT!

2 bedrooms starting at $1329 - only a few left!
3 bedrooms starting at $1519

Many amenities, wonderful views, minutes to lac St-Louis & Beaconsfield

Email us at louer@capreit.net or visit our website at www.caprent.com

• Rent
• Buy
• Rent with option to buy
• Paramedical assistance
• Convalescence
• Trial stay

• You preserve your financial

capital in case of need.

(450) 681-2600

• You guarantee your long-

25 Promenade des Îles
Laval

term financial security.
PROJECT OPERATED BY

450-681-2600

www.villagia.ca
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ere’s nothing oﬀ about this jazz fest
pour autonomes et semi-autonomes
assisted living for seniors

Une résidence avec la vie, l’amour et la joie
A home built with life, love and laughter
100 Beaconsfield Boulevard, Beaconsfield

514-694-5074

MONTREAL HOME INSPECTION SERVICES
“FOREWARNED IS BEING FOREARMEDʼʼ

3510 Benny Ave. Suite # 401
(514) 489-1887 (514) 441-3732

Certified : (CHI) - (CPI) -- INSURED -- Government Licensed Registered + INC.
CONDO'S -STACKED CONDO - DETACHED - SEMI DETACHED - TOWNHOUSES - SPLIT-LEVELS - ETC.

35 years. A life time of construction experience.

Lease returns and minor accidents

• Paintless Dent Repair
• Bumper Repair
• Paint Touch-Up

BEFORE

• Windshield Repair
• Window Tinting
• Interior Repair

• Detailing
• Paint Protection Film
• Rustproofing

AFTER

Call us today for a free estimate! 514-684-6393

www.automagik.ca 2345

Hymus Blvd., Dorval

(just East
of Sources)

The jazz season begins unofficially
in Montreal with the nine-day Off
Jazz Festival October 7 to 15.
The numbers—27 concerts over
nine days at nine venues—are only
part of the story that makes this a
must-visit festival for jazz lovers.
It offers a chance to hear the cream
of Montreal’s most active musicians
come together to present their latest
in various settings, from contemporary to free-improv.
Among highlights:
• Opening night, October 7, is a
double bill at the venerable Lion d’Or
dance hall with alto saxophonist Jean
Derome’s trio, followed by a quintet
featuring Argentinean-born Damian
Nisenson on saxophone, with So
Called (Josh Dolgin) on accordion.
1676 Ontario E., starting at 8 pm.
• Early birds can check out trios,
quartets and quintets starting October 8 at the Dièze Onze club, 4115 St.
Denis, 5-7 pm. Call 514-223-3543.
Admission is free. Night birds can
check out the Casa del Popolo, 4873
St. Laurent Blvd. at 10:30 pm. Admission is free for those who buy a
festival pass ($90, covering all shows,
or $60 for students and members of
the musicians’ guild).
• Improv fans will flock to the Lion
d’Or October 8 for two shows featuring French bassist Joëlle Léandre—first
solo, then joined by eight top-flight
players, including Lori Freedman
(clarinet) and Jean René (viola).
• Pianist Marianne Trudel offers trio
music October 9 at 7 pm at Upstairs
Jazz Bar & Grill, 1254 Mackay, followed at 9:30 pm by Toronto’s Tania
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Irwin Block
Special to The Senior Times

French bassist Joëlle Léandre will be
joined by eight top-flight players at Lion
d’Or on October 8.

Gill, with rising stars Lino Allemano
(trumpet) and Nick Fraser (drums).
• Choral music with 55-member Element Choir Project led by vocalist
Christine Duncan October 12 at St.
Viateur d’Outremont Church, 183
Bloomfield St. 8 pm
• Drummer/composer Thom Gossage launches his latest CD October
13 at 8 pm at Sala Rossa, 4848 St. Laurent, with saxophonists Remi Bolduc
and Frank Lozano.
• Don’t miss the Rémi Bolduc Ensemble October 14, 8 pm, at Sala
Rossa, with appearances by tenor sax
giants Phil Dwyer and Jerry Bergonzi.
• The wrap-up party October 15 at
8 pm features 11 musicians followed
by a dance with DJs Andy Williams
and Sweet Daddy Luv, at the Cabaret
du Mile End, (formerly Club Soda),
5240 Park.
Info, including ticket prices: 514524-0831, loffjazz.com.
irblock@hotmail.com

R O N D O # 1 fo r S e n i o r s

2012

• Easiest in and out • Best visibility
• The perfect seat height position
• Easy trunk / hatch access

0 % FINANCING
FOR 60 MONTHS

N o p a y m e n t fo r 9 0 d a y s

$3,000 O F F
ON CASH PURCHASE

ELITE KIA
5 4 7 0 ru e Pa ré , T. M . R . , Q C H 4 P 2 M 1
5 1 4 - 6 8 7 - 3 5 4 2 • w w w. e l i te k i a . c o m
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Ha’aretz reporter to speak in Montreal
Ha’aretz staff reporter Amira Hass,
the only Israeli journalist to have
lived full-time in Gaza and Ramallah, is coming to Montreal as part of
a cross-Canada speaking tour.
The daughter
of survivors of
the BergenBelsen concentration camp,
Hass has developed a perspective on the
Journalist Amira Middle East
Hass tours Canada. conflict based
on her contact
with Arabs living in the lands occupied by Israel since the 1967 war.
With the current bid by the Palestine Liberation Organization for
United Nations membership for a
Palestinian state, Hass is in a unique

position to place that developing
story in the context of daily life, the
hopes and aspirations for about four
million people living in Gaza and the
West Bank of the Jordan river.
Hass will be wrapping up her
Canadian visit October 8 at 7:30
p.m. at the River’s Edge Community
Church, 5567 Côte St. Antoine in
N.D.G. Tickets cost $15, students
with ID pay $10.
The tour is organized and sponsored by Canadians for Justice and
Peace in the Middle East and Kairos,
the ecumenical human rights group
representing churches and aid organizations.
Local partners are the Middle East
Studies Students’ Association at
McGill University and the Political
Science Students Association at Concordia University. 438-380-5410.

Office hours:

Languages: French, English

8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Intensive courses, 40 hours: $250
Monday to Thursday, 6:00 pm to 8:30 pm
November 14 to December 8, 2011

Monday - Friday
For additional information and a
complete list of our offerings,
please visit our web site or contact us.

10% discount for 60 +

www.dawsoncollege.qc.ca/ctd

ATWATER

Registration online available
www.dawsoncollege.qc.ca/ctd

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EDUCATION IN AFRICA
Fondation Sénégal Santé Mobile sends medication and medical supplies
to a community health clinic in the African country.
The foundation is involved in a birthing centre pilot project that will
serve 10 villages and about 40,000 people. The project will send nurseanimators to work with village women.
A fundraiser will be held Saturday, October 29, 7 pm. Hotel Ruby Foo’s,
7655 Decarie. $50 per person, $75 per couple, student $25. A tax receipt for
$25 will be issued for each $50. 514-369 8607,info@senegalsantemobile.org.
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Ha p p y 2 5 th A n n i ve r s a r y

Sen ior Times
from us
to you

Dining Out
R E S TA U R A N T

Ask about our
gift certificates

A warm Greek experience

S O UV LA K I

Lasalle

514 595-3535

Monday Closed
Wed –Sat 12 pm – 10 pm

Always More at Scores!
www.scores.ca

514 227-0505

Tuesday 4 pm – 10 pm
Sunday 4 pm – 10 pm

•

514 227-0606

6544 Somerled
RESTAURANT

MARATHON
SOUVLAKI

Happy 25 th Anniversary
to The Senior Times!
FOR TAKEOUT
& RESERVATIONS:

5 3 6 5 d e s J o c k ey s
Decarie & Jean-Talon

5 14 -73 1- 64 55

TERRASSE IS OPEN!

10%

discount
for Seniors

MEDITERRANEAN CUISINE & LOUNGE

8.95

LUNCH SPECIAL
starting from

3 Tomatoes wishes
The Senior Times,
Happy 25 th Anniversary!

$

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES
Reserve now for your holiday parties.
Seniors 10% off at noon. Private
reception area (60 people) 2nd floor

Open 7 days - 11 am to midnight
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

4337 Saint John’s Blvd., D.D.O.
514-626-6455
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Happy 25th Anniversary Senior Times!

8520 Newman Blvd.

www.sequoiarestaurant.ca

Daniel Brochu and Danielle Desormeaux in the Little
Prince, directed by Dean Patrick Fleming.

e Little Prince ﬂies
once more with Geordie
The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s
beloved story for young and young of heart returns to delight Montrealers when Geordie Productions launches its main-stage series at the
Centaur Theatre.
It’s the timeless story of a crash-landed aviator
who, while stranded in the desert, meets a little
prince from an asteroid. As the Prince tells of the
amazing characters he’s met in his intergalactic
travels, the Aviator is reminded of the simple
truths as seen through the innocence of youth, too
often sloughed off by cynical adults.
Directed by Dean Patrick Fleming, the play features such gifted actors as Daniel Brochu, Harry
Stanjofski and Danielle Desormeaux.
It opens officially on Thursday, October 13, at 7
pm, with school matinées October 11 and 12,
matinées for all at 1 and 3 p.m. on October 16, 22
and 23. A special grandparents day is planned for
the matinée show on Sunday, October 16, at 3 pm,
when a 10-per-cent discount is offered on singleticket purchases.
October 11-23, 453 St. François Xavier. $28,
$24.50 for children, $16 for seniors and students.
514-845-9810, geordie.ca.

Tommy, Steve & the La Belle family thank
The Senior Times for their outstanding contributions
to the community the last 25 years.

Enjoy our daily steamed hotdogs, juicy hamburgers, mouth watering sandwiches,
submarines, smoked meat clubs & wraps. At La Belle eat like a king & pay like a pauper.

Full Breakfast
Daily
5:30am-2pm
$4.95

THE

BEST

IN

TOWN

6752 ST. JACQUES W. 514-481-8114
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Great Indian food, killer desserts, fit for a Maharaja
Irwin Block
On a cold, blustery, rainy autumn
night, we arrived at Buffet Maharaja with high expectations. Happily we can report they were met—
even surpassed.
It had been a while since we had
dropped by to feast from the wellstocked tables at this all-you-can-eat
Indian buffet and we were astounded
by the quality of the food and the
warmth and comfort of the finely appointed eatery on René-Lévesque.
The freshness and care taken in
preparing the vast variety of dishes is
without comparison on the local
scene. Add to its classics a new sweet
table, prepared by a renowned
Bangla Deshi sweets master and you
have what surely is a treasure in the
city’s culinary scene.
The first thing we did was walk
around to “case the joint” so we
could see what was there and plan
our repast so as not to overeat. The
concept should be treated as an opportunity to taste, savour and enjoy
slowly, not to gorge.
For starters, Barbara focused on the
large variety of vegetarian options,
sampling the dal (lentil soup), which
was delicately flavoured with turmeric,
while I went for its cousin, the curryflavoured Mulligatawny soup, made
with chicken broth. Both delighted our

taste buds. We sampled the fried vegetable pakoras, veggie samosas and
onion bhaji, heightening the experience with hot, sweet-and-sour
tamarind sauces and/or mango chutney. We were offered a freshly baked
nan of our choice—delectable.
We were now ready for the main
event, Barbara heading to the vegetarian section while I went to the
meat and poultry section, where
there also are a few seafood and fish
dishes.
A superb cook, when she has the
time, Barbara loved the spicy chick
peas, insisting that I sample the dish,
which I did and immediately concurred. The saag spinach was very
fresh, not mushy or overcooked, and
you could make out tiny pieces of
leaf. The mixed veggies and green
beans and potato also met her criteria of retaining shape and texture
and not overpowering, spice-wise.
I started with the seafood—giant
breaded and fried scallops tasted
fresh and moist. Large garlic shrimps
and grilled shrimp jekka on a skewer
were equally delectable.
As the reader will have noticed, we
passed on the various rice dishes to
leave room for maximum sampling. I
loved the beef vindaloo, which was
kept moderate on the hotness scale. I
wrapped them in freshly baked nan
breads, plain and with vegetables.

Yummy. The hot sauce to accompany
the chicken tikka on skewers was also
kept to a moderate scale, these moist
morsels a delight to devour. The lamb
saag, cooked slowly, was savoured
slowly to better experience various
layers of flavouring.
I then realized I had missed a whole
section and had to pass on the curries, butter chicken and chicken
korma, sampling instead the tandoori chicken, which had that distinctive colour and was tasty and fun
to eat.
There was a large and varied salad
bar but it was time to move on to the
desserts. We ignored the Western
desserts, deciding instead to sample the
Indian ones, based on homemade cottage cheese and prepared by the buffet’s newest cook, Osman Ahamed,
said by restaurant management to be a

world-famous dessert chef. We found
out why, as we devoured these small
balls of varied colours, flavours and
textures, never too sweet, a soothing
and even sensuous antidote to the
spicy food we had just consumed. We
drank Coke ($2.95) and ended with
pots of Indian tea ($2).
Service was attentive and friendly
throughout. What’s amazing about
this dining experience is the relatively
low price, $16.99 Monday to Wednesdays, $18.99 Thursday to Sunday.
Drinks and service are extra. The 60plus set gets 25% off Wednesdays.
There is free parking off Mackay St.
behind the restaurant for up about
12 cars, while the charge is $4 in the
adjoining lot, behind the Bar-B Barn.
Buffet Maharaja
1481 René Lévesque W.
514-934-0655
Valid with this coupon on
dining room orders only.
Offer expires
Oct. 31, 2011
(maximum 2 persons per coupon).
Except Holidays and Festivals.

Happy

25

25 Anniversary
th

pl us
t axes

$

Senior Times!

9.25

+ taxes

7 days a week

Happy
25 Anniversary
Senior Times
th

SPECIALTY

Home sausage, Lamb, Veal,
Whole Grain Chicken,
Special Meat Cuts and Fresh Fish

GROCER

We prepare Hot Meals Every Day, Soups,
Salads, Sandwiches and more, Catering available

Freshly Baked
Breads and Pastry

Phone Orders are Welcome! 514-735-3611
Delivery in Côte-des-Neiges, Westmount, Outremont & TMR
Imported Beer & Wine

5415 Gatineau St. (Corner Lacombe)

Côte-des-Neiges

Fresh Fruits
& Vegetables
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Pro Musica concerts sure to inspire
As part of the Emerald Concert Series, on Monday, October 10, Pro
Musica presents an evening of music
for violin and piano. World famous
violinist Pinchas Zukerman, accompanied by pianist Angela Cheng, will
perform Mozart’s Sonata in G,
Beethoven’s beloved Spring Sonata,
Brahms’ Sonatensatz, closing with
Brahms’ D minor Sonata.
On Sunday, October 16, the Wan-

derer Trio, one of the world’s foremost chamber ensembles, will play
Schumann’s Trio Opus 63,
Mendelssohn’s Trio Opus 66 and
Trio “Tristia” and other works by
Franz Liszt.
The concerts begin at 7:30pm in
the new hall of Place des Arts.
For information on coming concerts or for subscriptions:
promusica.qc.ca, 514-845-0532.

$5.25

with coupon

THE BEST CHARCOAL BAR•B•Q CHICKEN

CÔTE
ST-LUC BAR•B•Q
www.cotestlucbarbq.com
Second meal for only $5.25 (with coupon)
($1.00 extra for white meat)

Valid for dining room only after 4pm

One coupon per order. Expires Dec 31, 2011

5403 CÔTE ST. LUC Rd.

514-488-4011

(not valid with other coupons)

Buffet Maharaja
“Haute Indian Cuisine” at its finest.

Winner of the "Consumers’ Choice Award"
for 14 consecutive years, 1997-2011.

Seniors’ Days 60 years +
Wednesdays 25% off
514. 934.0655 1481 René-Lévesque Blvd. W.

Players stage an epic rivalry
Vishesh Abeyratne
This November, the Showtime Players invite audiences from in and
around Montreal to partake in a
rousing musical celebration of
everything that makes their city
great in Back on the 401 … Again, a
show that is being billed as “a funfilled production” that “bring[s]
that Montreal-Toronto rivalry to
new heights.”
According to producer and performer Louis Schiff, Back on the 401
... Again is a tribute to the fact that
when one compares Montreal with
Toronto, there is simply no contest.
We have better food, better culture
and better sports teams, which “goes
without saying,” Schiff says.
The musical is mainly comprised of
rewordings of several timeless show
tunes and melodies. Samples from this
list include In the Town Where I Lived
(sung to the tune of On the Street
Where You Live from My Fair Lady),
sung by a man “who has left Montreal
for a while and is glad to be back.”
Another includes an upbeat crowd
number called There’s No City like
Our City, evocative of that famous
refrain, “There’s no business like
show business.”
The Showtime Players is a group of

senior citizens from their 60s into their
90s who love to sing, dance and act. For
nine years, they have come together to
put on musical productions to raise
money for Congregation Beth-El, a
Town of Mount Royal synagogue.
They already have a few hit shows
under their belt, including Put the
Blame on Mom, a musical comedy
that tells the story of a psychiatrist
with some rather Freudian emotional problems. Last year, they
mounted a sequel, Dr Ziggy’s Psychadeli, a comedy about a psychiatrist named Zigmund Fraud who
decides to quit his practice and open
up a delicatessen.
All are entertainers who have been
working tirelessly since January to
get this production up on its feet.
The cast of 20 is also backed by professional talent, including director
Lou Levitt and choreographer Lorna
Wayne. Wayne has worked on productions for various companies, including The Wise Men of Chelm for
the Dora Wasserman Yiddish Theatre at the Segal Centre.
“It’s going to be a darned good
show!” Schiff says. His enthusiasm
makes one apt to agree.
November 2-6, Congregation BethEl, 1000 Lucerne. Information and
tickets: (514) 738-4766.

Give the old funny bone a workout
Byron Toben

A BURLINGTON, VERMONT LANDMARK FOR 20 YEARS!
Voted one of
New England’s
Top 5 Diners in
Yankee Magazine
- A Burlington area favorite Enjoy friendly, upbeat service & Mom’s home cooking
We make all our own Cakes & Pies (fresh & local)
OPEN DAILY
Monday - Friday 6 am to 4 pm
Saturday 7 am to 4 pm Sunday 7 am to 2 pm

Route 7 Winooski-Colchester Town Line

1-802-655-0343
ANNIVERSARY SENIOR TIMES!

Exit 16, right off Vermont I-89
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H A P P Y 2 5 TH

“The play’s the thing,” opined noted
critic P. Hamlet centuries ago in
Denmark. He was trying to capture
the conscience of the king.
But British funnyman P.G. Wodehouse’s adaptation of Hungarian
Ferenc Molnar’s The Play at the Castle seems guaranteed to capture your
funny bone. This is a lighthearted antidote to the Segal’s last show, the
gripping but intense Equus.
Set in an Italian castle overlooking
the Mediterranean, Molnar weaves a
plot wherein a successful playwright
intervenes to keep his key young composer on board when the star actress,
the composer’s love, seems to be
smitten by an actor in the cast.
The Segal Centre has assembled a
superior cast including veteran Chip
Chuipka, fast-rising star Jessica B.
Hill and versatile Paul Hopkins.
October 30 to November 20, Segal
Centre, 514-739-7944.
Far From The Madding Crowd is

‘

Gabrielle Soskin’s Persephone Productions latest working of Britishbased ensemble renderings. Adapted
from Thomas Hardy’s classic novel,
it follows feisty Bathsheba coping in
a man’s world after inheriting a farm.
Christopher Moore stars and co-directs, as he did in the group’s Henry
V last year.
October 20-26, Rialto Theatre,
514-770-7773; October 28-30,
Victoria Hall, 514-486-7423.
Hyena Supoena: In the 1950s,
everybody loved Lucy. In Montreal,
for the last 20 years, every high-art
aficionado loves Cat Kidd.
This unique and superb performance poet has travelled the world
with her wit and distinctive voice. In
her latest, a world premiere multimedia creation directed by Alison
Darcy, she is Mona Morse, who has
fled civilization for the African
bushveld.
October 13-29, Les Ateliers JeanBrillant, 661 Rose de Lima.
438-884-2200.

You’re being ambushed by an unexpected
word, or by an elephant falling out of the
cupboard, whatever it is. – Tom Stoppard

’

Masters and masterpieces ride together at the reins of Kent Nagano
Juan Rodriguez
For years to come, Montreal’s new
symphony orchestra hall will be
synonymous with the lithe, elegant
man who was arguably its prime
mover: conductor Kent Nagano.
The Californian maestro took over
the reins of the Montreal Symphony
Orchestra six years ago, after being
snubbed by the New York Philharmonic because of what some observers believe was his proclivity
toward new-world adventure over
old-world bureaucracy, and has
brought an unimagined international profile to the city’s bastion of
high musical culture. The Big Apple’s
loss turned into Montreal’s gain.
When the opening night reviews
came in, New York Times critic Anthony Tomassini pinpointed the
Nagano effect: “Sometimes a music
director’s artistic vision and personality just fit with a city and its orchestra … [Nagano], still youthful
and trim at 59, seems to be a highculture rock star here. He has worked
tirelessly to enhance the profile of the
orchestra as a true Montreal institution.” He achieved this by first going
to the Chamber of Commerce, before the provincial cultural ministry,
to get Montrealers believing their
city was a “star on the rise” and the
MSO was playing an important role
in its dynamism.
Finding harmony in his immediate
environment—whether it be Munich
or Montreal—is Nagano’s key to
making his orchestras an integral
part of the community. And not just
on-stage: So there’s the glamorous
maestro in tuxedo occasionally leading MSO soloists in rendering O
Canada before Canadiens games at
the Bell Centre, or visiting a centre
for troubled teens (in perfectly faded
jeans, his preferred attire), or plunging into a Québécois TV talk show.
I was lucky enough to witness
Nagano up close and personal in the
1990s when I lived in Berkeley, California, where he got his start conducting the university town’s “little
symphony that could,” and, over the
years, continued there despite being
in demand through the larger concert world. L.A. Times critic Mark
Swed called his loyalty to Berkeley
“unprecedented in the modern age
of conductor careerism.” He did it
“virtually for nothing,” Nagano said,
but “almost for everything.”
It’s this attitude—albeit now as a
high-priced classical star—that he
brought to Montreal, reflecting his
belief that “music nourishes a community’s soul and has a direct correlation to the quality-of-life issues we

so cavalierly toss around. It’s not a
purely empirically measurable aspect, such as affordable housing or
number of parks. But there’s a profound sense of fulfillment in communicating through music those
parts of us that are at the essence of
humanity.
“We human beings have an exasperating need to classify and cubbyhole, which means there’s pressure
on you not to experiment,” he told
me. “An orchestra is a human phenomenon. You have to make an effort to avoid the routine. If you do
one thing over and over again, then

glamour and serenity.” Nagano is a
“dazzlingly theatrical musician who
can electrify an audience,” according
to the L.A. Times’s Swed, “a bold visionary as well as a cautious, conscientious,
meticulously
elegant
musician.”
Music, Nagano told me, embraces
four elements: “The vast range of
emotions, the deep spiritual connections we have, our tremendous intellectual capacities and the physical
abilities we have to feel so many
stimuli.”
He said he dedicates “long periods
of gestation for studying the reper-

“Everyone who attends a concert goes to discover
something unknown. That shared sense of discovery is
what makes live music so extraordinary.” –Kent Nagano
the senses become dulled.”
Thus he began the MSO season
with the granddaddy of all symphonies, Beethoven’s Ninth (“Ode to
Joy”), and followed up a few days
later with the sumptuous if thorny
Turangalila Symphony by the great
French 20th-century composer
Olivier Messiaen. In his last full season in Montreal, Nagano seems intent on demonstrating the range and
ambition of the city’s cultural pearl.
It helps that Nagano is a born communicator, the antithesis of aloof,
sometimes imperious conductors
who typecast themselves as
guardians of high culture lording it
over the rabble. A lithe figure with
high cheekbones and square jaw
framed by a Prince Valiant hairstyle,
he takes the stage with a serene stride
that’s as purposeful as it is elegant.
Call him a cool breeze, befitting a
Californian who seriously loves surfing, martial arts and fast cars, and
Nagano rolls his eyes at the image
(“classical music’s hot new conductor dude,” as People magazine once
dubbed him).
“Everyone who attends a concert
goes to discover something unknown,” Nagano said, “and that
shared sense of discovery is what
makes live music so extraordinary. If
you go with an open mind, the opportunity for discovery and tremendous emotional reaction can be more
invigorating than you could possibly
imagine. It’s the opposite of cynicism.”
The critics agree. “His music-making is voluptuous and passionate,”
wrote F. Paul Driscoll of Opera
News, “always alive with spontaneity
and a sense of occasion, but scrupulously refined and immaculately
pointed. It’s an intoxicating blend of

toire that I’m currently performing.
I try not to have things be a quick
study. I love the chance to look inside
and analyze and deconstruct and reconstruct, search and research these
great masterpieces, to go into deeper
levels of discovery.
“The overwhelming reason we dedicate our lives to music is because we
firmly share a belief in the mysteri-

ous, powerful, benevolent force of
live performance of great repertoire.”
In 1989, he took over the Opéra
National de Lyon, derided as a mere
“provincial” organization by the
Parisians who run French culture
(and where I met up with him in
1995). Quickly his landmark recordings—Prokofiev’s The Love of Three
Oranges, a French-language Salome
by Richard Strauss, and the premiere
of John Adams controversial The
Death of Klinghoffer—won prestigious Gramophone Awards, and
Grammys.
He oversaw the renovation Lyon’s
opera house, its interior dramatic
black, with custom-crafted moveable
acoustic-baffles covering the walls,
much like Montreal’s new hall. (Midway through his nine-year tenure he
was named an Officer in the Order of
Arts and Letters, France’s secondhighest civilian honour.)
When in 1995 he brought the Lyon
orchestra to the Bay Area for a twoweek American debut, Time magazine raved: “Now U.S. audiences are
getting a look at the next great conductor.”
The greatness arrived. And Montrealers are that much richer for
Nagano’s presence.

CALDWELL RESIDENCES
Why live ALONE?

Caldwell Residences offers subsidized housing within a safe
community environment to independent people who are
50 years and over with a low to moderate income.
Our buildings are in Cote St. Luc & the Snowdon
area close to the Cummings Jewish Center.
• Security
• Sprinkler system throughout
the building
• Cleaning Services on demand
• Recreational and Educational
Activities
• Exercise Program
• Holiday Celebrations
• Oneg Shabbat
• Close to Shopping Center,
Bus, Metro, Pharmacy, Bank,
synagogues and Local CLSC

For more information
call Caldwell Residences

5750 Lemieux Ave
Montreal

514-737-7774
Caldwell Residences is a constituent
agency of Federation CJA
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Turn, turn, turn. For everything there is a season – 25 years of seasons

Photo courtesy of Generations Foundation

Generations
Natalie
Bercovici

New schools are on board to fuel the
minds of the young with fruits, vegetables, whole grain, protein and
dairy products. They enlist us daily
to help provide breakfast, the most
important meal of the day, lunch to
carry a student forward and snacks
for a quick energy boost to fill the
gap until dinner. Invest in children.
They are the future.
Our first La Stanza Buffet Breakfast
event began in 1999 and we continue
to celebrate children with our 25th
breakfast event on November 25. We
thank La Stanza for their generosity
and partnership throughout
the years and thank St. Viateur Bagel for their generosity with nine years of Back to
School Bagel-O-Thon Breakfasts. Congratulations to The
Senior Times for 25 years of
excellence. Thanks for your
friendship through the years.
514-933-8585, generationsfoundation.com.
La Stanza will host a breakfast event this fall.
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The Generations Foundation is
a “bridge” to all seasons.
Throughout the fall, winter and
spring months, our food programs infuse schoolchildren with
nutrition that enables better
learning. Our camp sponsorship
throughout the summer ensures that
children receive social stimulation
and challenges in a healthy environment. Children carry forward their
new skills, building their foundation
to the future. With our laptop computers to pique their interest and motivate, students work with confidence
on their projects at home and in the
classroom.
Angela at Laurier Senior High
School and Michael at Lindsay Place
are two of the professionals who
know first-hand that students who
eat well are receptive to learning.

“I’d like to see the paper published twice
a month!” says Sid Stevens, pictured in
an early issue of the Times (left) and
last month. We’ll see about that, Sid.

Here at SunYouth
Nicolas Carpentier

The collaboration between Sun
Youth and The Senior Times goes
back to the inception of the newspaper 25 years ago.
Sun Youth itself started as a (handwritten) newspaper in 1954.
Co-founder Sid Stevens, Sun
Youth’s executive vice-president,
spoke recently about the longtime relationship that exists between the organization and The Senior Times.
Sun Youth began collaborating with
the newspaper by writing a monthly
column, penned by Stevens himself.
“They were the first to offer Sun
Youth free columns in their paper and,
in doing so, give a voice to our organization. Since then, other newspapers
have come on board, but The Senior
Times were pioneers in setting the
pace. We have always appreciated that
and never forgotten that. Whenever
we needed additional support, they
were always there for us,” Stevens says.
“We have an aging population. In
fact, one of every four Quebecers is a
senior. A lot of people are reading

The Senior Times.”
Stevens likes to call them “recycled
teenagers.”
“They are very active and very
much involved in the community. A
lot of readers are also donors to Sun
Youth or stated supporting Sun Youth
was a result of reading our message in
The Senior Times,” he says.
Stevens calls it a first-class newspaper, with its larger print and highquality pictures.
“For older people like myself, it’s an
easy read.”
In a world inundated with all sorts
of electronic media, Stevens thinks
there is still room for old-fashioned
printed newspapers.
“Every morning when I wake up, I
have to look at a newspaper. In the
evening, I look at the paper again to
see what I might have missed. Without it, I feel lost!”
Stevens joins the rest of the Sun
Youth staff and management to wish
The Senior Times a long life. “I hope
they continue for many years,” he
says, “and I’d like to see the paper
published twice a month!”
Editor’s note: The column was called
Sid Stevens’ Notebook and he shared
many helpful safety tips and did the
community a great service. The editor
remembers he called seniors “experienced Canadians”even before he called
them “recycled teenagers.”

Other Dogtown is populated with purebred mutts and bassets in boardrooms

Our Man in NewYork
Scandal! After four days of strolling in Montreal
last spring, I did not see a single dog on the
streets. Granted, 90 per cent of the time, the skies
were passing water like a Great Dane who’d been
locked up for a day. But coming from the ultimate Dog City, New York, it was still a shocker.
New York is not the American (or Canadian) Kennel Club. Officially, according to the Department of
Health, which issues dog licenses (permitting them
to become dogs), the most popular breed is not the
shih tzu, Mexican chihuahua or Labrador retriever.
They rate second, third and fourth.
The most popular dog is the mixed dog, a.k.a.
the mutt. The mongrel, the runt of the litter. And
downtown, where I live, I haven’t found a single
person who buys from a pet shop. Our mutts are
taken from rescue centres.
Doglessness is not an option. I’ve seen them
prancing down Park Ave., barking on Broadway,
growling in Greenwich Village, trotting up Times
Square and wagging their way along Wall St. CEOs
take their bassets to board meetings, and one poet
I know will not perform unless the venue gives an
up-front chair to his terrier at the table.
Dogs might have been brought to New York by
Spanish galleons, since canine bones were found

Photos: Coco T. Dawg

Harry Rolnick

Uptown, Downtown: New York is a dog’s city.

at five-century-old Manhattan burial sites. They
hunted beaver and deer in downtown New York
where today brokers hunt bulls and bears. General
George Washington bred hunting dogs in Virginia,
but brought them to Brooklyn, guarding against
British interlopers.
After the Civil War, immigrants smuggled in
pugs, spaniels, dachshunds and the iconic Dalmatians. And New York—if you need some Montreal
cocktail-party trivia—was where Dalmatians sat
up front in the horse-drawn engines, nipping
horses to make them go faster.
The 1870s Gilded Age brought castles and

palaces, robbing Europe of its old treasures. They
were moated, so their purebreds didn’t share the
streets with low-class mutts, many of which were
imported for the vile sport of dog fighting.
The Gilded Age inspired class warfare in many
directions. Uptown Manhattan dogs stayed in
their mansions or promenaded down Fifth Ave.
wearing the popular hairstyle of Princess Eugenie,
the wife of Napoleon III. Other tycoon dogs would
be shaved, perfumed, draped in satin bows and
ribbons, their fur dyed red, green or purple.
Rich New Yorkers clamoured for decorative collars or pet wardrobes, including traveling cloaks,
evening cloaks, jackets and rubber boots. Bells,
buttons and complex stitching were all the rage in
New York, as in Paris and London.
But the Downtown Dog was the dog of literature.
Continued on Page 30

Photo courtesy of Matt Donnelly – Amtrak

Just in time for the leaf peepers, the vintage dome car is scheduled to
return to our Adirondack service for the fall season. An upper level with
windows on all sides, as well as overhead, will provide super
panoramic views all the way from Albany, along Lake Champlain and
across the border into Montreal! The dome will be available on the
northbound Adirondack on Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays; and
on the southbound Adirondack on Tuesdays, Fridays and Sundays. All
passengers traveling between Albany and Montreal are welcome to
enter the dome car to enjoy the scenery. Seats in the dome are not
reserved and available on a first-come, first-served basis. Don’t miss
this unique opportunity to explore upstate NY during the fall!

The Adirondack is supported by funding from the
New York State Department of Transportation.
Amtrak and the Adirondack are a registered service marks of the National
Railroad Passenger Corporation
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Meryl Streep, Meg Ryan, Nicole Kidman and the dawgs of New York City
Continued from Page 29

New York’s great writer O. Henry penned one of
his most charming stories, Memoirs of a Yellow
Dog, in which the narrator was a dog. Absolutely
downtown.
Today, after many a revolution in canine-culture,
New York dogs form an ever moving mosaic on
the streets and in the parks. The famed annual
Westminster Dog Show in Madison Square Garden is amusing enough. But native New Yorkers
are more intrigued by the plethora of miniature
poodles, pit bulls, terriers, beagles, bulldogs,
Madagascar Cotons de Tuléar and Siberian
huskies, all making silly noises, catching silly balls,
offering a kind of three-ring canine circus.
The Uptown-Downtown syndrome continues
with my rescue part-spaniel, Coco T. Dawg, who
has unveiled many a Manhattan mystery.
The canard is that New Yorkers never speak to neighbours’ dogs. Bounding down East Village
their neighbours (true), but they all speak to their streets or bouncing in any of the dog-runs with
Coco, I hear endless shouts of, “Hey, beautiful!” or
“Wow! Where’dja get da dawg?” Kids shyly ask to
pet him, senior citizens smile, hip-hop singers and
porno-publishers have time for a brief talk and a
quick ball-throw.
Meryl Streep introduced Coco to her terrier.
(They were both bored.) Meg Ryan would take her
dog to Washington Square Park. Nicole Kidman
was making a movie near my home and Coco sat
by her side. Coco’s natural lustrous eyes gazed into
her made-up luscious eyes.
“’Ow adawrable,” she said Australianly.
“Hey, he’s a fan,” I told her.
She smiled. I smiled. Coco offered her the slimy
muddy yucky ball he had been holding his mouth.
She politely refused. He politely shrugged his fur.
We moved on.
While Coco is decidedly downtown, he can spot
a pet shop like his forebears spotted turkeys in the
straw. New York has about 1,000 pet shops, and
each has a story. Besides the chain stores (which
we call MuttDonald’s), Coco spots the best.
One dog bakery—a kind of Paw-tisserie—
specializes in a literary circle (books about dogs)
and pastries served on a balcony garden. They, alas,
went out of business. Whiskers, a few blocks away,
is a “holistic” dog shop. Owner Phil Klein never
gives medicines for calming troublesome dogs. He
takes the time to examine owners. Relationships,
“leash manners” and sometimes sells anodynes, as
well as excellent dog foods and collars.
Those rare times when we bring him Uptown,
Coco has visited—and been quite appalled by—
dog accessory shops that belong to the Veddy
Veddy Wealthy.
Canine Fashion was the first of the “posh” dog
shops, on the Upper East Side. They import St.
Moritz leather collars that sell for a few hundred
dollars, and their tulle dog-beds can cost up to
$300. They consider themselves a “neighbourhood” shop.
But the ultimate shop is Le Chien (French for
“dawg”), in fashionable Trump Towers. Dog
cologne or dog perfume, concocted from sandalwood/bergamot or jasmine/tuberose, sells for
around $50 a bottle. Handcrafted tables from which
My Doggie can dine are $300, while a rhinestonestudded soft Italian-leather lead is a mere $165.
Coco opens his hunting eyes wide with dismay,
but Le Chien has more.
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7025 Côte St-Luc Road
514.489.6879

New York dogs keep all sorts of humans
as accessories.

Should Madame Poodle
wish to be conveyed in her
own chariot, she may
choose from a faux-mink
carrier for $400 or a FifiRomeo carrier for $550. Is
Herr Doberman Pinscher
a bit fatigued? Perhaps he
may purchase a dog-sofa
for $410. And should
Mademoiselle Pit Bull
wish to catch up on her
dreams, she may be outfitted with the ultimate
dream furniture: Le Chien
Bed Royale. Made from
the finest Italian leather,
it resembles a miniature
Arabic tent. But the cost is
a lot more than what your
ordinary Bedouin can afford: $2,500 plus tax.
Uptown dog-owners also shun the usual transport. (Buses and subway allow only the very tiny.)
Pet Chauffeur has limousines with their own kennels, stretchers, air-conditioning, muzzles and
gloves. One holiday-maker missed his dog so much
that he paid $1,400 for Pet Chauffeur to drive his
dog to Miami Beach.
Walking dogs is the great leveler and a recessionproof industry. Like socialites who hire wet-nurses
and nannies, New Yorkers hire dog-walkers. A few
are full-time professionals; most are out-of-work
painters, poets and actors. The latter are uneasily
spotted by Coco, who shies away as they leap down
untrodden paths, reciting, singing and—at
times—using their temporary animal as a sounding board for Shakespearean utterances. In fact, he
once almost growled when a thespian practiced the
condescending line from Two Gentlemen of Verona:
“Ask my dog: if he say ay, it will! if he say no, it
will; if he shake his tail and say nothing, it will.”

25 years ago, smart shopping guru learned a magic word: Chabanel
About 25 years ago, I was a stay-at-home mom
keeping busy as the program chairperson of a
women’s group. How could I have known, when
I invited nurse Nes Welham to come and give a
talk about the booklet she wrote about bargain
shopping and Chabanel St., that it would change
my life forever?
Being a newcomer to Canada, and to Montreal,
I had never heard the magic word “Chabanel.” Nes
brought a suitcase full of goodies to show us what
she had bought and what she had paid. I was so
interested in what she had to say that I went up to
her afterward and offered to help. She contacted
me a while later and asked me if I wanted to buy
her book business.
I had never thought about writing a book. I have
a master’s degree in Art and Education, and was
an art teacher before becoming a mom. I went on
vacation and when thoroughly rested, I discussed
it with my husband, Stan Posner. He is and always
was my best cheerleader, and he said: “Of course
you can do that.” I agreed with him, but had no
idea what I was getting myself into.
Throughout the year, I took my toddler in his
stroller to all the places in Nes’s booklet and to
others I had filed away. After a while, he coined the
term “work shopping,” and I had to promise to
only take him a couple of days a week. I think I
used up all the shopping days of his life.
When I told shopkeepers I was writing a book
about bargain stores in Montreal, they were aghast.
They didn’t want to be in a book with that title,
since “bargain” was a dirty word in those days. I
started doing research undercover, and changed the
title to Smart Shopping Montreal, which could
straddle bargain shops and specialty stores.
After a year, I managed to write a 150-page book.
I had no clue about typesetting, printing, selling,
distributing, marketing or running a company—I
thought I was only writing a book. A neighbour,
Lorne Besner, ran a typesetting company, and
someone else sent me to Grant Printing. I paid way
too much for everything, since I didn’t know about
sending out requests to solicit for the best price.
I marched myself into the main Coles book store
on Ste. Catherine and asked the manager, Taylor, if
he would sell the book. He said sure, he’d take the
book on consignment (whatever that meant).
Thus fortified, I presented myself at every English
bookstore in the city, and each one said yes.
A salesman at Benjamin News asked me about
next year’s edition, and I was perplexed. I thought
I had written a book and that was that. I had no
idea that anyone expected it to be written over and
over again. Also, I had to get it translated into
French for the other half of the city.
Unknowingly, I had produced an “evergreen”
book, one that lasts forever. It is in its 13th edition
and has been printed 28 times.
I chatted it up on radio and TV with Neil McKenty, Royal Orr, Jim Duff, Chuck Phillips, Andrew
Carter, Dave Bronstetter, Nancy Wood, Beta Wayne,
Leslie Roberts, Peter Anthony Holder, Dennis
Trudeau and on and on. Eventually I was invited to
join the CTV Noon News with Mutsumi Takahashi
and Brian Britt, and later with Todd van der Heyden. I even did French radio and TV shows.
When Duff started up the Montreal Daily News,
he got Robyn Bryant, the lifestyles editor, to invite
me to be the shopping columnist. I said no at first,

proached the weekend edition and started doing
feature stories. Eventually I wrote a weekly shopping column. That gig lasted 15 years.
I belatedly joined the Professional Writers Association of Canada and the Travel Media Association of
Sandra Phillips
Canada, and learned the things I should’ve known
before I started. At SmartShoppingMontreal.com, I
because I didn’t want to have a term paper to write started writing a “shlog” (shopping blog).
every week. I had no idea I was being offered the
Who would have thought that volunteering
ultimate job at a newspaper, since it was a field I would one day lead to my becoming a shopping
knew little about. Robyn said to try it for a month. guru, best-selling author, newspaper columnist,
Unbelievably, I found it effortless.
TV and radio broadcaster, Internet business and
When I met Duff at the Christmas party the first famous Montrealer?
year, I asked him innocently, “If I wrote about
chocolates last year for Valentine’s Day, what will
I write about this Valentine’s Day?” He answered,
“Don’t worry Sandra, you’ll never run out of
ideas.” He was right, but how did he know?
I wrote for the Daily News from its first issue to
its last, and when it closed I tried to get a job at
• Semi & full autonomous
The Gazette—I was a columnist, after all!
Ashok Chandwani, then life editor, said no, since
• Short or long term care
“We already do that.” (Maybe bargains were cov• English, French, & Romanian spoken
ered three times a year!) Duff advised me, “If you
• Two small dogs on premises
can’t get in the front door, try the side door.” I ap-
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Call Anna Maria for details
450-676-6620 • 514-506-9614
6530 Pelletier Blvd, Brossard
facing Champlain Mall

EXTRA SPECIAL FOR OCTOBER

$17 VALUE CARWASH ONLY FOR $10. INCLUDES
IN & OUT CAR WASH + WAX + ARMORALL
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6085 Upper Lachine

Over 30 years experience at your service

BARBIERI G

AUDIOPROTHÉSISTES

D I G I TA L H E A R I N G A I D ( S )
N O W PA I D BY M E D I C A R E

Come in and discover what a digital hearing
aid can do for you!
• Assistive Listening Devices
• Audiometric Exam
• Ear Protectors
• Hearing Aid Repairs
– All Makes
• Invisible Hearing Aids

Illustration not
covered by medicare

Come in for your

CO M P L I M E N TA RY
H EARI NG TEST
1396 St. Catherine W. Suite 404
(Corner Bishop)

House calls available
Call for details

514 866-1687
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Triathlon competitor Shore could, in Beijing championship

R. G. PHOTOS
Robert Gabbay Photographer
Over 15 years experience

Reasonable rates
Birthdays
Family Events
Weddings
Corporate Events
Bar Mitzvahs Special Occasions

Cell: 5 1 4 - 9 4 1 - 4 5 2 8
E-mail: rgphotos@yahoo.ca

Web: rg-photos.com

Complete Denture Service
Overdentures on Implants
Available for House Calls
On-Site Repairs
Michael Lebhar d.d.
Medical Arts Building

1538 Sherbrooke West, Suite 203
514-933-3222

Morris (Moe) Shore’s trip to Beijing wasn’t just
about sight-seeing.
He travelled to compete in the ITU World
Triathlon Championship, where he came in third
of four participants in the 75-80-year-old category.
“I was strong in the cycling section and I thought
I had a chance of finishing first or second,” he recalled on his return to Montreal. Shore was featured on the cover of the September issue of The

GET IT DONE

BEFORE WINTER ARRIVES
We carry a
complete line
of name brand
winter tires
We also have
tire storage

FALL
SPECIAL

$39.95

G E T YO U R T I R E S C H A N G E D E A R LY !
10% discount before Oct 20th with this ad.

GREEN STOPLIGHT SERVICE: Replace engine oil & oil filter; Inspect
lights, horn, wiper blades; Top up windshield washer fluid; Check fluid
levels; Inspect drive belts; Inspect radiator hoses; Inspect tires & adjust
tire pressure; Lubricate door locks & hinges; Inspect air filter; Lubricate
chassis & joints (on some models).

RE PAI R

transmissions • air conditioning
rack & pinion • brake systems
starting systems • fuel systems
CV joints & shafts
charging systems

SE R VI C E

oil changes • transmissions
brake systems • fuel injection
tire rotation & balance
wheel alignment • heating & cooling
steering systems • batteries

NELSON GARAGE

Your neighbourhood garage providing reliable, trustworthy service since 1928

SPECIALISTS IN TOTAL CAR CARE!

1100 DECARIE

514-481-0155

(Adj. Westmount between St. Jacques & de Maisonneuve)

or visit us at: www.nelsongarage.com
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Senior Times. However, a continuing shin-splits
problem affected his running and slowed down his
final time.
Shore is happy he was able to compete, and raise
more than $22,000 from 208 people to support
the YM-YWHA in Snowdon where he works out.
If his running improves, he hopes to compete
next year at the triathlon championships in Auckland, New Zealand.

Scattered pictures of the smiles we left behind, smiles we gave one another

of the way we were

Front page, February 1989

The biggest birthday cake Molly had ever seen, 1989

Raquel Croll made us laugh!
“We talk fast, we walk fast, and we shop fast,” said
Eva Moser about her daughter Barbara in 1991.

Ellen Lechter, editor, at the
festival in 1989

Wah Keung Chan
gets married

Absolutely not! (Editor’s Note)
Huguette Oligny and Gratien Gélinas
Remember when it was called the Golden Age?

Some of our oldest and best stories were
in Kahnawake

Tennis buddies at Mount Royal Tennis Club
Brother Dave Moser helped Barbara get started
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Reflections of a publisher after 25 years of bringing you the issues
Barbara Moser
My daughters, Amy and Molly Newborn, then 7 and 5, gave out the first
issue of The Senior Times in October 1986, at the Van Horne Shopping Centre. I asked them to give the
12-pager to “anyone with grey hair.”
What did I know? I was only 36.
I sold my first ad to Alymer Must
Nursing Services. I had called at least
50 potential advertisers and was
about to give up when when Ms.
Must said, “Put me in.” I cried.
I didn’t know much about collection in those days. I took my kids, got
in the car, and drove around to my
advertisers’ offices to collect the
money for the ads. I drew the bowling
pin in the ad for Rose Bowl lanes in
the first issue. There were no graphics
to borrow from in those days, or I
didn’t know how to get them.
I lost $400 for a quarter page ad for
Griffith McConnell, when we printed
“infra-red light in all pubic places.”
Jacquie Soloway, then 23, waited
for an interview with me outside my
office on Victoria Ave. after the first
issue was out. She had seen my ad
for salespeople in the Suburban. I Remember June Grant’s Salt and Pepper?
was late for the interview because I
was teaching at McGill. She worked kind of birth. I quickly realized that I
with me from 1986 to 1992 and then would have a new baby every month!
left for 13 years. I’m so glad she’s
June Grant walked into my office
back as our sales manager.
one day and asked if she could write
Jacquie and I had worked into the a column. She had been an ad copy
wee hours at Studio Apostrophe. I writer and wanted to write in her “rehad attended Jacquie and Ivan’s tirement.” I suggested a cooking colwedding and watched their children, umn, but June said she didn’t cook. I
Ryan and Chelsea, grow up. Jacquie said,“Write a column about how you
is like a sister to me. Thanks for sup- don’t cook.” June penned Salt and
porting me all these years and mov- Pepper, a wonderfully biting and huing in to the city from D.D.O., morous column featuring alter ego
Jacquie Soloway Cons.
Marge for more than 10 years. She
Brian Topp, now a candidate for the also had a radio gig with CBC when
NDP leadership, was my first type- she retired from The Senior Times.
setter. Brian was the first Montrealer
Thanks to Pat McDougall, a genthat I know of to get into “desktop uine artist who drew the most brilpublishing.” His Studio Apostrophe liant illustrations to go with our
on St. Hubert, over a bar, was the site articles. Pat would come to Studio
of many long nights, with flats of the Apostrophe and simply start drawing
pages and our tired bodies strewn on after he had read the article. My
the floor along with a litter or two of favourite was the back of an older
kittens. Small-screen, first-genera- gentleman walking down the 401 totion Mac Classics churned out the ward Toronto and one of the multicopy and ads, which were pasted on
“flats.” Mistakes were corrected by
pasting letters or words over copy.
Veloxes, glossy printout ads were sent
to the printer, then Quebecor. Once a
half-page border came out with the
words,“X ad goes here” in the middle
of a very large, blank space. Thanks
to Peter Wheeland and Brian Receiver, who worked tirelessly into the
nights, the paper came out, usually
October 1986: p.10 of The Senior
with all its fingers and toes.
Times (above); at right, p. 9:
Speaking of fingers and toes, when
Did anyone proofread this ad?
the first issue came out, it was like a
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Amy, Barbara and Molly, circa ‘87

Pat McDougall

faceted Joe King with limbs in all directions.
We’ve had many wonderful editors,
among them Renée Joette Friesen
who, before she moved to Winnipeg,
brought honesty, sensitivity and professionalism to the job, and Ellen
Lechter, who saw the paper through
some of its roughest and most prolific early times until she left in 1993.
Our new copy editor, Hayley Juhl is
just that, a jewel. Hayley brings a
wealth of experience and understanding to the job, an expert at writing, editoring and communicating a
sense of excitement to our columnists about each upcoming issue.
And she comes up with the most creative and witty headlines.
Some of my favourite columnists
who are no longer with us: Tracy
Ludington (Update On Seniors), Lolly
Golt (That’s Entertainment), Joe McDougall (I Remember When)— you

adorned our pages with your wit, experience and memories.
As Associate Editor of The Senior
Times for five year in the ’90s, Joe
King had his kingly head in every
conceivable subject including antiques, Montreal celebrities (he
among them), books, old and new,
and bathrooms.
He was the genius behind our Montreal Resource Directory, coming up
with an idea that has become an annual event. Joe had a wisecrack for
everyone and everything, never missing a beat. The King of one liners, a
radio man, author of all things Jewish and Montreal, Joe King is a living
legend. Thanks, Joe for all your ideas
and contributions over the years.
I started The Senior Times on
$3,000, part of an inheritance from
my grandfather, William Levit, a
Russian artist who established Levit
Neon Signs, the first neon sign company in Winnipeg and taught me
what it means to live life to the
fullest. He died in 1986, at age 92.
Zaida Levit was my first mentor.
From him, I inherited my painting
talents and sense of artistic design
that I contribute to my paper every
month and that is the basis for what
I teach my students at Dawson about
Writing in A Visual World. If I could
credit one influence on my creation,
The Senior Times, it would be Zaida.
In 1991, we published an insert
titled The Senior Crimes, which featured as its only writer Ellen
Lechter’s Zaida, his picture in every
column and article. The lead story
was “Publisher to spend nine months
in space.” It was about my young
family going into outer space, a kind
of spoof on a year long sabbatical we
took to Israel. Well, wouldn’t you
know it, some readers actually believed it and sent me congratulations
on being chosen by the SPS agency
(Send our People to Space) headed
by none other than Lane Boritsky,
(Ellen’s grandfather, not his real
name). Other articles in this section
included “Reformed con man speaks
out,” and “Rollover your mistress?
Tips on duping the gov’t and your
wife.” We have been afraid to do another spoof issue since them. Should
we try it again?
Thelma Gearey was a student in my
business writing class in 1994. I gave
her a lift home one evening when we
realized she lived across the street
from me and The Senior Times.
Thelma has been our indispensable
office manager for 12 years. She is the
gears that keep The Senior Times running. Thanks for all your devotion to
me personally, Thelma, and to our
25-year-old baby, The Senior Times.

Remembering THE TIMES

Gloria Beigleman’s grandson Earl
was in my Communications class at
Dawson and turned out to be one of
my most successful students. One day
I asked Earl if he knew anyone who
would like to sell ads for us. I was
thinking of students. He answered
immediately: His grandma, Gloria.
Gloria had been a teacher and came
to us with her gusto and incredible
sensitivity to our personal problems.
Of course, her advertisers know that
you can’t say no to Gloria B.
I met Shirley Cohen in a Creative
Writing class I was teaching at the
Creative Social Centre in 1994.
Shirley had been working at the

Canadian Jewish News on collections and I asked her if she wanted
to try her hand selling ads. Shirley
is the longest-standing member of
our sales team. She combines sweetness and feistiness with good humour and humility. The Liberals
know that Shirley will keep them
adorning the pages of The Senior
Times for a long time to come.
Kristine Berey was introduced to
me through my Dawson colleague
Louise Arsenault about 10 years
ago. Kristine wanted to write for me
and we’ve never looked back. Kristine is one of the most talented writers to grace these pages. Her
knowledge, sincerity, compassion for the underdog
and advocacy for seniors of
all ages makes The Senior
Times what it is today.
Thank you, Kristine for
your devotion, integrity,
talent and heartfelt writing
on the issues that manifest
our Times.
I met Sandra Schachter
through her daughter
Sharonne, who taught with
me at Dawson. Sandra had
just returned to Montreal
after living in Israel for 30
years to be with her mother.
Sandra began as a copy editor and sales rep and has
been a loyal and beloved
member of our team. She is
loved by her advertisng contacts as a calm, knowlAmy, Molly, Barbara and Zaida (William Levit) edgable, helpful professional.

Article from THE SENIOR CRIMES 1991

He had it commissioned by a famous
Canadian pet artist. He also gave me
Illustration by Pat McDougall
a beautiful mosaic of The Senior
Times for my birthday last year,
which he worked on every day at
home after surviving a heart attack a
year and a half ago. Albert managed
to come back to us, missing only one
issue of The Times.
A mon frère, Albert, merci pour
tout ton travail et dévouement!
Jodie Alter is our newest edition to
our sales force and a force she is.
When Jodie gets on the phone speaking French as quickly as she does
English, you know you’re going to be
I met Albert Cormier at La Scena in The Senior Times, come hell or
Musicale, Wah Keung Chan’s master- high water. Jodie has been through
ful music monthly. After years of health issues and a bar mitzvah but
climbing the stairs and bringing the continues to persevere, and … she
entire staff over to Wah Keung’s for looks like a model when she struts
production on Waverly, I finally got her stuff at The Senior Times.

Visiting Sid Stevens and Manny Perez at Sun Youth with my twin uncles
Frank (L) and Willy (R) circa 1990

the courage to do production at our
Décarie offices and that’s when Albert
joined our team as our sole graphic
designer and changed my life and the
life of The Senior Times forever.
Albert is a one-of-a-kind guy, dedicated, gifted in his work, and a
friend whose company I have enjoyed on our tours of Saturday
morning garage sales and our joint
adventure in Havana in March. For
my 60th birthday, Albert gave me the
most beautiful birthday present I
have ever received—a painting of my
dog Becky, who died four years ago.

Irwin Block came into my life in
1995 when he joined a Secular Humanist group I was running called
JHUST. In the 16 years we have
been an item, he has contributed
his writing talents, his ideas, and his
knowledge on the issues, in particular politics, to The Senior Times. He
has been my “bridge over troubled
waters,” my anchor, my friend, my
traveling companion, and the love
of my life. Thanks, Irwin, for contributing all that is you to these
pages and to my life.
To Adrian Bercovici of Generations Foundation and Sid Stevens
of Sun Youth, thanks for the long
and fruitful partnership we have
enjoyed for more than 20 years.
It has been my privilege to be associated with two of the finest
Montrealers of our Times, generous, perseverant, courageous individuals who have changed the lives
of Montrealers and who have
proved time and time again that
one person can change the world—
one step at a time.
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Greetings from our readers, friends

A Word from the Premier
Jean Charest
Félicitations à toute l’équipe du Senior Times à l’occasion de ce 25e anniversaire, qui témoigne de la présence
et du dynamisme de la communauté
anglophone du Québec, ainsi que de
sa contribution au développement de
notre société.
Bravo et longue vie au Senior Times!

future with confidence. The Senior
Times has become a popular source of
information on issues and events of interest in and around the community.
I would like to commend everyone involved in the production of the newspaper for their commitment and time.
Please accept my best wishes for continued success in the years to come!
Lawrence S. Bergman
MNA for D’Arcy-McGee

On behalf of Rothenberg Capital Management I would like to congratulate
The Senior Times on their 25th anniversary. Your newspaper and excellent reporting have contributed greatly
to the senior community in Montreal.
We wish continued success to your
team in the years ahead.
Happy Silver anniversary.
Helen Corrigan

The Senior Times has been appreciated over the years in our house. It has
a way of being direct, informative and
bringing seniors up to date with issues
concerning us.
I believe I was on the cover page for
one early issue when the Golden Age
arranged large meetings in Montreal
for NGOs serving seniors; before commercialism took over. Barbara Moser
did the interview at her office.
Keep up the work and congratulations.
Evelyn McOuat

The Montclair Residence would like
to congratulate The Senior Times for
their success over the past 25 years.
Thank you and keep up the good work!
Vicky Stewart

Happy 25th anniversary to the entire
team of The Senior Times newspaper.
Our best wishes for the next 25 years!
Guy Ouellette
MNA for Chomedey

I would like to extend my congratulations and best wishes to The Senior
Times on the occasion of its 25th Anniversary.
I wish to thank The Senior Times for
its continuous contribution to community life in the West Island. May you
have many more years of success and
prosperity.
Pierre Marsan
MNA for Robert-Baldwin

I would like to offer my sincere congratulations to every member of The
Senior Times team for 25 years of providing outstanding service to our community.
Senior citizens are a vital part of our
community and will only become more

Congratulations to the members of
The Senior Times team on the occasion of this 25th anniversary, reflecting
the presence and vitality of the Anglophone community in the Province of
Quebec and its contribution to the development of our society.
Bravo and long live The Senior Times!

A warm and heartfelt congratulations
to the dynamic staff of The Senior
Times!
25 years of dedication to the West
End community is an accomplishment
to be proud of! Through its professional
journalism, The Senior Times makes
sure that our elders’ voices continue to
resound in the public sphere.
Keep up the good work!
Kathleen Weil
MNA for Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

To everyone who contributes to the
success of The Senior Times, my sincere congratulations on this 25th anniversary.
Pierre Arcand
MNA for Mont-Royal

I would like to congratulate The Senior
Times on 25 years of service. Over the
years you have done a fantastic job connecting seniors throughout Montreal.
Geoffrey Kelley
MNA for Jacques-Cartier

It is with great pleasure that I extend
my warmest greetings to The Senior
Times on the occasion of the newspaper’s 25th anniversary.
This special milestone offers us a
chance to reflect upon their numerous
achievements and to look to their
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important in the coming years.
The Senior Times helps provide a
voice for our seniors and informs readers about their concerns and realities.
My staff and I frequently consult your
publication to help us in our work serving the constituents of WestmountVille-Marie. I wish you many more
years of continued success.
Marc Garneau
MP for Westmount-Ville-Marie

I am delighted to extend my best
wishes to The Senior Times on the occasion of its 25th anniversary.
It is a well-known fact that we live
longer than we used to. A paper such
as The Senior Times fills a real need in
addressing the issues of concern of a
growing segment of the population.
Being a “senior” myself, I appreciate
The Senior Times and the excellent
work it has done over the past quartercentury.
All my congratulations to the team,
and many happy returns to The Senior
Times!
Irwin Cotler
P.C., O.C., M.P. Mount Royal

Please accept my most sincere greetings and my congratulations on your
25th anniversary.
Raymond Bachand
MNA for Outremont

As Member of Parliament for SaintLaurent – Cartierville, it gives me great
pleasure to extend my very best
wishes on the 25th anniversary of the
publication of The Senior Times.
In the face of today’s unique challenges and pressures which seniors
must face, The Senior Times is instrumental in keeping its readers informed
as well as entertained. Your publication
has become a vital part of the community and continues to connect people
with the world around them.
You have reason to be proud and I
commend all those involved in the publication of The Senior Times for their efforts, passion and commitment to
issues that are so important to seniors
in our communities.
Congratulations to all of you and may
you continue spreading the news for
many years to come.
Stéphane Dion
MP for St-Laurent–Cartierville

Twenty-three years ago we had our first
contact. I took pictures for you and you
wrote an article about me, and a wonderful relationship began. Some of my
stories were published as well as many
of my photos – even cover pictures.
I am always fascinated by your arti-

cles, excellent layouts, colour printing,
and travel articles in particular.
Best wishes to The Senior Times for
a very Happy 25th Anniversary and
many more to come!
Ara Avedissian

Barbara, 25 years is a long journey in
the life of a newspaper but you and
your staff have pulled it off admirably.
Month after month, we have experienced life through the penmanship of
your authors.
Through your articles we learn life’s
lessons and are made aware of injustices to humankind and animals.
We travel the world with Barbara,
Irwin, Molly, and sometimes Amy as well
as Sandra Phillips and Stan Posner.
Stories by Mark Medicoff reveal ordinary people who do extraordinary
things. We sample tasty food, “sans
calories,” in great restaurants for which
Montreal is known and discover recipes
from Barry Lazar and Hayley Juhl.
We experience sadness and resourcefulness through the hearts and
minds of those who work with the needy.
We are counselled by Joyce Blond
Frank, Bonnie Sandler and Deborah
Leahy and we learn life lessons
through courses at educational facilities, political reasoning from Neil McKenty and about community events from
Kristine Berey and Irwin Block. We are
entertained by Howard Richler and
Juan Rodriguez. Other wonderful articles complete the paper.
It's great to be part of The Senior
Times family.
Natalie and Adrian Bercovici
Generations Foundation

Congratulations to The Senior Times
newspaper on its 25th birthday.
Recently, the Cummings Centre celebrated its special anniversary and we
know it is a time to reflect upon the
most memorable years and to look forward to an even more exciting future.
We take pride in sharing the joy and
pleasure that The Senior Times is experiencing in marking this important
milestone.
Best wishes and continued coverage
of the 50-plus community in Montreal.
Barbara Solomon, President
Cummings Centre

Barbara plucked me out of retirement
and here I am, 18 years later and loving every moment of it. I would like to
thank you, Barbara, for your inspiration
in making this the most fulfilling time of
my life, meeting friends in politics, industry, in all walks of life. I wish you
only success in the future.
With love, Shirley Cohen

and staff on our 25 anniversary!
th

Returning to Montreal after living in
Israel for 35 years, where I worked as
a writer and copy editor, I found myself thrust into the precarious world
of the unemployed.
My daughter, Sharonne, began
teaching English at Dawson, where
she met Barbara. Sharonne mentioned to her that I was looking for
work, and asked if she had an opening for a copy editor at The Senior
Times. Barbara suggested that she
and I get together, and we met over
coffee to discuss the possibility.
She was very candid—she’d be
happy to have me work as a copy editor; however, she also needed someone in advertising, and I’d be
required to work in both capacities.
To be honest, it was very daunting.
This advertising proposition meant
working in a field completely foreign
to me. What if I didn’t succeed? But
at the same time, it was a rather exciting prospect.
Barbara gave me such valuable advice and guidelines. Through the initial days and weeks, she was a
constant source of encouragement.
I’ve been working in advertising at
The Senior Times for almost eight
years. It all began over a cup of coffee. Barbara offered me a challenge
that day to learn a new skill, and I’m
so glad I took it.
Sandra Schachter

The first time I wrote to “letters to
the editor” was in 1992, regarding an
article about loving and age.
I wrote that as a private citizen. I
have written articles as Founder and
Executive Director of Share the
Warmth and now, recently retired and
excited about all the possibilities that
await me, I once again am writing to
The Senior Times. Barbara not only
puts her heart and soul into the
paper, she puts it into her journalism
students at Dawson and her other involvements.
The Senior Times has been a beacon. It is guided by a very bright light.
It lifts hearts and minds, stirs the curiosity of readers and informs us on
an extensive range of topics. Thanks
to the staff and advertisers for their
commitment to the community.
Judy Stevens

Birthday greetings, most sincere
I wish you all only the best
You are the greatest senior
monthly,
east or west
You educate and inform
What a wonderful service
you do perform

You’ve been in print since 1986
Covering everything from culture and health to politics
A paper appealing to every generation
An exceptionally wonderful
publication
To all of you at the Times,
I send a giant Kudo
With your help the senior community continues to learn and
grow.
Sharon Miller

My heartiest congratulations to the
entire staff of The Senior Times. Your
newspaper has loyally contributed in
every sense of the word serving the
Senior Community and in making
The Senior Times the best newspaper for the past 25 years.
We at G. Barbieri Audioprothésiste
wish to extend our best wishes for a
continued success. Keep up the
good work!
G. Barbieri

Barbara Moser has more energy in
her pinky than I have in my whole
body! I was fortunate enough to
come aboard The Senior Times a
month after its inception. Every
month, Barbara and I lovingly and
painstakingly put out what we called
our baby. We ran from our office in
N.D.G. to Studio Apostrophe on St.
Hubert.
We worked with Brian Topp, who is
now running for NDP leadership.
A lot of water has passed under the
bridge since those days. I have seen
staff come and go, myself included.
I have the pleasure and honour of
working with some of the finest people and I want to take this opportunity
to acknowledge The Senior Times
staff with Barbara at the helm, leading us all to newspaper immortality!
I extend the happiest and heartiest
wishes to Barbara on this momentous occasion of The Senior Times’
25th anniversary! May we celebrate
many more!
Jacquie Soloway-Cons

Best wishes and congratulations to
Barbara Moser, on this very special
occasion. I’ve known Barbara and
her children, Amy and Molly, since
they were very young.
Barbara has created a great newspaper that meets the needs of the
seniors of Montreal and a great team
who have helped her to bring The
Senior Times to the excellent level it
has reached today.
Dr. Harold Bergman
Optometrist

It is with great pleasure that my team and I wish you
a happy 25th anniversary!

We congratulate all men and women who have contributed
to the newspaper since the beginning.
By reading The Senior Times, we can see all the dedication
and hard work that goes into making your newspaper.

As we are gaining more senior citizens we are certain your
work will continue to be successful and entertaining for our
active baby boomers.
Happy 25th anniversary!
Gérald Tremblay
Chef d’Union Montréal
Maire de Montréal

www.unionmontreal.com

IF YOU OWN LIFE INSURANCE,
CHANCES ARE YOU’RE PAYING
TOO MUCH!

IVAN M. CONS FINANCIAL SERVICES inc.
10 Year Term Rates (Renewable, Convertible)
male non-smoker
AGE
50
60
70

$250,000
$32.18
$85.28
$248.18

$500,000
$51.30
$159.30
$491.85

$1,000,000
$96.39
$309.60
$971.03

* all rates are monthly
** preferred health rates shown

female non-smoker

AGE
50
60
70

$250,000
$23.40
$58.73
$166.28

$500,000
$35.37
$109.35
$328.05

$1,000,000
$66.60
$211.50
$651.60

AT THESE RATES CAN YOU
AFFORD NOT TO BE INSURED?

Phone: 514-336-6211 Fax: 514-336-6117
info@imcfinancial.ca
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On turning 25, and what the future holds
Alzheimer Groupe (A.G.I.) Inc. offers SUPPORT
GROUPS for spouses and adult children,
ACTIVITY PROGRAMS, ART THERAPY and
MUSIC PROGRAM for individuals in the early to
moderate stages of Alzheimer's Disease and related
disorders. TRAINING for professionals and family
caregivers. For further details please call
514-485-7233 or www.agiteam.org

Granite
Lacroix Inc.
Manufacturing monuments for three generations
Our craftsmen are well-known for the ability and
care they take to personalize your monument.
Our Services
• Delivery across Quebec
• Engraving, cleaning, restorations
• Porcelain photos and ornaments
• Free consultation in your home
• Interior and exterior showroom
• Member of the Association des Détaillants
de Monuments du Québec
1735 boul. des Laurentides, Vimont, Laval

(450) 669-7467
www.granitelacroix.com

Who better to write
at her house, followed by
about turning 25 than
sleepovers where Nana
my favourite (and only)
would tickle my back no
niece, who just celematter how tired her
brated her 25th birthhands were from cookBonnie
Sandler,
B.S.
W
.
day? Readers, meet my
ing all afternoon. With
niece Loren:
two working parents,
Having just turned 25 a few weeks ago, my aunt, carpool fell into my grandmother’s hands. She’d
who is a columnist for The Senior Times, thought ask what time we would need to be picked up, and
it might be interesting for me to write an article then arrive at least a half an hour early (complete
for the newspaper’s 25th anniversary. I thought with a pompom on her antenna to make sure we
she was joking; I didn’t think I had any perspective were able to see her), just to be sure she had the
on senior life. But the more I thought about it, the best parking spot.
more I realized how strong my connections are
These days, as we grow older as so does she, it is
and how so many others my age probably feel the our turn to repay the infinite favours she lovingly
same way.
paid us.
At 25, I am lucky enough to still have a grandMy grandmother now comes to our house for
mother who is a. strong presence in my daily life. Friday night dinners, and begrudgingly lets us
She is the kindest, most generous, and definitely drive her around.
the most stubborn person I have ever met, and is
Although her pride sometimes stops her from
also the all-seeing and all-knowing matriarch of taking joy in these times together she does at least
our family. There is nothing my grandmother admit her pleasure in having her grandchildren
wouldn’t do for my brothers, my cousin, or me. I helping out by her side. I so enjoy walking arm in
have countless memories of Friday night dinners arm with my Nana and would gladly tickle her
back, too, if she’d only ask.
At my birthday dinner, when I was asked if I now
Inside Daniel’s mind
felt old, I smiled as I looked around the table at the
three generations sitting together. At 25, with my
Coma Unplugged, written by Pierre-Michel
whole life ahead of me, I have never felt younger,
Tremblay and translated by Micheline Chevrier,
more alive, or more appreciative of all the wisdom
is a witty, touching look inside Daniel’s mind.
and experience that surrounds me every day.
Teetering between life and death, he finds clarAlthough my mother will shoot me for saying
ity. Tremblay’s dark comedy is a wise message
that many of my grandmother’s qualities were
for all generations: cherish life and live, because
passed on to her, and I’ll
sardonic indifference leads only to emptiness
never admit that these
and apathy. Produced by Talisman Theatre.
same qualities were
October 20-29.
passed on to me as well, I
514-846-0402, talisman-theatre.com.
am so fortunate to have
them, and if I turn out to
be half the woman my
grandmother is, I’ll be
one very lucky senior. So,
turning 25 is something
to celebrate, as is enjoying
the blessing of sharing
life with a grandmother.
Thanks Loren, with
love, Auntie Bonnie. And
or R E D U C E ALCO H O L
thank you, Senior Times,
BREAK THE HABIT
«The soft laser»
for the wonderful oppor• No pain
TAKE YOUR HEALTH
t u n i t y t o s h a re my
IN HAND
• No side effects
• Anti-stress
thoughts with so many
The only method of this
• Appetitetype to achieve a 90%
loyal readers.

Let’s talk about it

STOP SMOKI NG

LASER ENERGIE SANTÉ LAVAL
(514) 791-5908
success rate

Annual Resource Directory
& Répertoire des ressources

suppressant

KAREN KUNIGIS pht.
Licensed physiotherapist
Certified fitness instructor
Home Care
Physiotherapy
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514-489-7717

Home Maintenance

If you are away, I will feed your pets, water the plants, pick up the
mail. Window-washing, bathroom renovation or simply changing a
toilet seat. Get ready for Fall. The Concierge prepares your home for
each season. He can refer you to excellent electricians and plumbers.
From roof to foundation, the Concierge is the answer.

www.leconciergeducoin.com

ese are truly the Times of our lives

• OCULARIUM •
OPTOMETRISTS
Since 1956
Dr. H. Bergman is well-known
for his thorough eye exam
and personal approach.
• Laboratory on Site
• Great Choice
• Personalized Service

Harold
Bergman
& Associates
OPEN
MON. – FRI.
9 AM – 6 PM

10%

Discount
to all our
Senior Clients

New low vision aids now
available. Visit our website:
www.bergmanopto.com

Happy 25th Anniversary Senior Times!

514-488-6391
Photo: Ara Avedissian

5510 Monkland (at Girouard)

Villa Maria

AGING AND MEMORY
Ivan Cons, husband of sales manager Jacquie, in the first row, second from right, Times of Your Life, 1989

Common Cents
Ivan Cons
Just around 25 years ago, The Senior Times came
into being, started by a young, energetic, independent woman named Barbara Moser with a
vision and an infectious enthusiasm.
The early years at The Senior Times were characterized by a passionate desire to serve a growing
segment of the marketplace that was largely ignored and dismissed. Clearly Barbara was on to
something based on the proliferation of product
and design exclusively dedicated to the aging baby
boomer. Manufacturers and businesses in general
had increasingly come to realize that not catering
to the baby boomer market could seriously undermine their viability. Barbara understood this
years ago and was quite simply ahead of her time.
The newspaper has evolved from a frenetic
patchwork of ideas to a sustainable, anticipated,
well-read and respected publication.
There were many interesting adventures and
plenty of interesting characters along the way. The
Senior Times has been responsible for extending
the journalistic lives of several well-known Montreal personalities, providing a voice and an outlet

to those who were long since retired.
Neil McKenty springs to mind. I recall another
wonderful retired journalist to whom Barbara
gave an opportunity to write: Joe MacDougall was
well into his 90s when he penned “I Remember
When...”
Years ago, The Senior Times sponsored a festival
called The Times of Your Life. Held at a downtown
hotel, seniors were invited to come out for lectures, inspiring music and to have fun.
Barbara understood how to reach and encourage people to feel part of a community and to accept aging as something to be celebrated, not
denigrated. The Senior Times celebrated multiple
generations of families, often featuring interesting
stories and pictures.
The Senior Times is an outlet where creativity is encouraged and ideas are debated. Barbara was always
willing to listen to different opinions but ultimately
her gut instincts were usually correct. The Senior
Times reflected the determination of a dedicated
group of people determined to change opinion, inform, and empower. The changes in technology
over the last 20 years have been incredible—many
were predicting the demise of print media.
It is clear that many publications are relics of
their former selves. The Senior Times continues to
be a viable, growing publication with an ever-increasing audience. Congratulations and let’s look
forward to the next 25 years.

SENIOR ADULT
PARTICIPANTS
NEEDED
For a study assessing spatial memory

Ages:
60 to 75 years old,
right-handed
Not currently on medication for mood, or sleep.
No history of mental illness, neurological illness,
or stroke.

Participation includes 1 to 3 visits
to the laboratory of Dr. Veronique Bohbot
at the Douglas Institute.
Visits will entail spatial memory tasks
in virtual environments on a computer
as well as cognitive tasks.
Financial compensation will be offered.

If interested, please call
Kyoko Konishi at
514-761-6131 ext.3408
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Art

Concerts

Bazaar & beef dinner • Nov. 4 & 5 Fri. 2-8pm,
Sat. 10am-2pm. Dinner at 5:15 & 7pm. Call for
Expo-Art Show • Oct. 20–30
prices and to reserve. St. Paul’s Anglican Church. Ensemble • Sun. Oct. 22
Works by members of Dorval Artists’ Association. 377 44th Ave., Lachine. 514-634-1965
Genevieve Guimond & Phillip Chiu play great
Mon.–Thurs. 2–5pm & 7-9pm, Fri.-Sun. 2-5pm
20th-century composers. 7:30pm. 11 Rodney,
1401 Lakeshore, Dorval. 514-633-4170
Pointe-Claire. $12 514-364-3027
Fall Fair • Sat. Nov. 5
9:30am-2:30pm Lunch: 11:30am-1pm $8.
Chinese Lanterns • until Oct. 31
Barbershop Chorus • Tues. Oct. 25
3419 Redpath. www.standrewstpaul.com
Montreal Botanical Garden. 4101 Sherbrooke E.
Music, comedy and fun hosted by the Beth Zion
514-872-1493
sisterhood. $10. 5740 Hudson 514-489-8411 x24
Polish Bazaar • Nov. 5 & 6
9am-5pm. 5361 Snowdon. 514-489-6010
Concert for children • Sun. Oct. 30
Skarazula, for ages 3-5. 11am & 1:30pm. $8.50
Boîte de Noël • Oct. 13-16
305 Mont-Royal E. 514-845-4108 jmcanada.ca
Handcrafted items from over 50 artisans. Thurs. 6- Montreal Zoological Society
9pm, Fri. 10am-9pm, Sat. 10am-5pm, Sun. 11am- Lecture • Tues. Oct. 18
7:30pm. From Istanbul to Samarkand.
4pm. Admission $2. 1350 Lakeshore, Dorval.
Family Fashion Show • Fri. Oct. 14
Field trip • Sun. Oct. 23
St. Patrick’s Society with masters of ceremony: Lori
McGill Book Fair • Oct. 18 - 20
Outing to Mont Saint-Bruno. Meet at 9am.
Graham & Rob Kemp. Tickets: $75 (partial tax reTues. 1-9pm Wed. & Thurs. 9am-9pm.
1200 Atwater, 514-845-8317
ceipt), students $35 6:30-9:30pm. 420 Sherbrooke W.
3461 McTavish. 514-398-5000
514-481-1346 or 514-386-8082. spsmtl.com
Helvetia Seniors Club • Thurs. Oct. 20
Flea Market • Oct. 21 & 22
Lecture by Marina Boulos and Francine Cardinal Open House • Sat. Oct. 29
Fri. 10am-7pm, Sat. 9am-4pm.
St. Gabriel’s Parish, 2157 Centre, Pointe St. Charles. on bequests through wills, planned giving. Fol- The Council for Black Aging invites you to visit its
lowed by luncheon and meeting. 11am-2pm. new office. 10am-4pm. 8606 Centrale #202, Lasalle.
Fall Bazaar • Oct. 28 & 29
Monkland Grille, 6151 Monkland. 450-687-5256 514-935-4951
Fri. noon-2pm, Sat. 10am-2:30pm. Lunch $7 from
Civil Rights Hootenanny • Oct. 29
11:30am-1:30pm. Catherine Booth hospital auxil- Open House • Wed. Oct. 19
Ville Saint-Laurent Toastmasters Club. 7-8:30pm Songs from civil rights movements. Coffee, baked
iary. 4375 Montclair.
1745 Décarie, Room A-104, St-Laurent.
goods, used books and CDs. 7:30pm. Freewill donaFlea Market & Craft Sale • Sat. Oct. 29
tion and/or contribution to N.D.G. Food Depot.
514-732-2372. 1025.toastmastersclubs.org
9am-3pm. St. Thomas More Women’s Club.
7141 Sherbrooke W. 514-843-7713
978 Moffat, Verdun.

Bazaars & Fairs

MOVERS & SHAKERS
To reserve

your spot call:

484-5033

514-

Clubs

Events

WEST ISLAND
H A N DY M A N
• Repairs
• Remodeling
• Home
Improvement
• Maintenance
Special rates for seniors 60+

514.796.1634

Big cleaning, carpets,
windows, sofas,
handyman & painting

10% off for seniors
www.montrealcleaninga1.com

514-932-2638

E.J.A.
SERVICES IN PAVING MAINTENANCE
SERVICES D’ENTRETIEN DE PAVAGE

• Bulging walls
• Brick pointing
• Chimney repair
• Blocks

REPAIRS & SEALERS
FOR
ASPHALT & UNI-STONE

Manny • 514-991-9075
www.impermaseal.com

Allan Jr.

514-561-6640

REPAIRS

• Carpets
• Plumbing
• Painting
• Maintenance
• Window cleaning

Your West Island Roofer
• 50 Years Experience
• Shingle Expert • Interest Free
• Work Guaranteed & Insured
• 1 year Financing Available

514-983-2232 • 514-856-1037

MOVING SERVICE DE DÉMÉNAGEMENT

CONSTRUCTION

CHALLENGER

Parker
Roofing

DIVISION OF
9128 6369
QUEBEC
INC.

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT
Service on all powered
gas lawn equipment

Tel: 514.426.0909
Fax: 514.426.8852

Calvin Challenger
64 Donegani, Pointe-Claire
514.262.4405 / 514.365.1044
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PAVAGES
IPINA

RBQ #8333-3583-04

• Commercial, Industrial, & Residential
• Paving, Asphalt, Excavation
• Retaining walls, Landscaping

Mario Ipina • Cell: 514-829-6978
Fax: 450-962-4190
pavagesipina@gmail.com

1099 31 Ave, Laval

Moving & Storage
Make the right move
Family operated
• Reliable • Affordable
Licensed & insured
• Local & long distance

514-735-8148
R e m b o u r ra g e B & B
B & B U ph o l s t e r i n g
si n ce 19 8 0

• FREE Estimate
• Work Guaranteed
Frank Brunetti
Tel • 514-748-5165
Fax • 450-430-5166
w w w. b b u p h o l s t e r i n g . c o m
w w w. r e m b o u r r a g e b b . c o m

Lectures

IN OCTOBER

If you would like your event to appear in
What’s Happening, please send an email to
editor@theseniortimes.com by the 20th.
Please put What’s Happening in the subject.

Benefit Cocktail Party • Wed. Nov. 2
In support of the library: silent auction, live music
Roundtable Discussion • Thurs. Oct. 13
and smoked meat sandwiches. $125 ($100 tax reUnderstanding court orders and how the police can ceipt). Tanya Mayhew: tmayhew@atwaterlibrary.ca
help. 7pm. 6875 Decarie #300. Registration required: 1200 Atwater 514-935-7344 atwaterlibrary.ca
514-486-1448 amiquebec.org
Beaconsfield Library • 514-428-4460
Book sale • Oct. 15 & 16
Tele-workshop • Wed. Oct. 19
Social worker Tom Caplan speaks on managing Sat. 10am-5pm, Sun. 11am-4pm.
anger. Register: 866-396-2433 careringvoice.com India tea party • Sun. Oct. 30 2-4pm.
Lecture • Tues. Oct. 25
Daniel Pipes, commentator, analyzes Middle East
developments. 7:30pm. 5305 Rosedale.
514-484-1122 x101

Royal Canadian Legions

Branch 212 LaSalle
Neil Diamond Tribute • Sat. Oct. 15, 8pm. $20
Dance • Fri. Oct. 21, 8pm Music: Rick Tennant $5
Halloween Dance • Sat. Oct. 29
Dine and Discover lecture • Mon. Oct. 24
Jeff Sidel speaks on managing a parent’s affairs. Din- 8pm. Music: Silver Spurs. $8
ner 5:45pm ($18, by reservation only); presentation Poppy Dance • Fri. Nov. 4
8pm Music: Double Image. Refreshments. $10
6:15pm. 514-937-3575 x213
Remembrance Day Parade • Sun. Nov. 6
Q & A • Thurs. Oct. 20
3pm outside Legion Hall. Refreshments. Music.
South Shore Community Partners & Sandra Power, Crib Sun. at 1pm. Darts Tues. Wed. at 7:30pm.
Holistic Nutritional Consultant presents a natural 7771 Bouvier, LaSalle 514-365-0595
approach to staying healthy this winter. 10am-noon.
Branch 245 Dorval
195 Empire, Greenfield Park 450-466-1325
Oktoberfest Fundraiser • Sat. Oct. 29
Proceeds to Ste. Anne’s Veterans Hospital. Supper
with music by The WanAtwater Library
derers. $15, RSVP by
Fall book sale • Oct. 14 & 15
Oct. 27. 575 Jean-Marie
Fri. 6-8pm, Sat. 10am-4pm
Landry. 514-631-5786

Libraries

Community Briefs
Seniors who love creative writing are
encouraged to work collaboratively
with students from grades 3-6. For an
hour a week volunteers will work with
their student partners under the instructions of a monitor. 4:30-5:30pm.
Oct. 11-Dec. 13. 4585 Sherbrooke.
Nina: 514-931-8046 x230

Au Pois Chic needs drivers (with car)
and runners to deliver meals to N.D.G.
residents, Wed. and/or Fri. mornings.
Caroline Lamothe: 514-482-0500
x4004

Santropol Roulant needs volunteers
to deliver meals and help in the
kitchen. Ben Finkelberg: 514-284Cantabile Chorale is recruiting 9335 santropolroulant.org
singers for their Christmas Concert
featuring The Creation by Haydn. Marymount Adult Centre is looking
Rehearsals are Mondays at 7:15 pm for teaching assistants to help new imat Church of St. John the Baptist in migrants learn English. Classes meet
Pointe Claire. Peggy Haigh: 514-634- Mon., Tues. and Wed. evenings. Hilda
1275. cantabilechorale.ca
Smolash: 514-483-0666
emsb.qc/marymountadult
Women on the Rise (NDG) is looking
for volunteers to assist the educator Tyndale St-Georges Community
with activities focussing on the social Centre’s after-school program needs
and language development of children volunteers to assist children with
0–5. You should be patient and flexible; homework and other activities. Sarah
knowledge of child development not Lusthaus: 514-931-6265 x31
required. Nora Jean-Baptiste: 514-485- tyndalestgeorges.com
7814 womenontherise@bellnet.ca
Saint Columba House needs bilinCLSC René-Cassin needs volunteers gual volunteers for the after school,
for palliative care. Following training, homework help program for elevolunteers visit patients once or twice a mentary school children. Donna
week to offer friendship and a listen- Leduc: 514-932-6202 x225
ing ear. Anna Maria Malorni:
saintcolumbahouse.org
514-484-7878 x1351
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Scattered pictures of the way we are on our

Gloria

Kris

Albert

Irwin
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Barbara

Jacquie

Jody

Shirley

25th anniversary

Sandra

Amy

Diego

Growing up with e Times has been all about family and good times
Molly (Malka) Newborn

Amy Newborn

Photo: Monty Newborn

I remember distributing the first
issue of The Senior Times at 5 years
old in front of the Van Horne Shopping Centre—timidly approaching
anyone with grey hair, as my
mother had asked me.
I remember spending time at Brian
Topp’s Studio Apostrophe, known to
me as “the typesetter,” playing with a
litter of kittens while my mother put
together the articles and ads on a large
board like a puzzle. I remember The
Senior Times offices, first on Victoria,
then Sherbrooke in N.D.G., then on
Queen Mary, each with several rooms,
lots of gadgets to play with and always
an eclectic staff to talk to.
I remember the second anniversary
party, The Times of Your Life, held at
the Delta hotel. I proudly wore my
red velvet dress with the white lace
collar and had my hair done professionally in a perfect French braid.
The gigantic birthday cake, which
covered a huge table, mesmerized me
while I patiently waited for my piece.
My mother says I was quite sick at
the time, but all I remember is how
exciting the celebration was.
The Senior Times staff and contributors have been actual members of
my family. In 1986, Uncle David convinced my mother to get into the
publishing business after he had run
successful papers in Edmonton. He
has been helping out and consulting
ever since. My father, Monty, a retired McGill professor of computer
science, created the invoice software
in 1986, which we are still using!
My cousin Jonathan Prosen spent
several years doing the bookkeeping
and typesetting, and my sister Amy
took it over when he left to study podiatry. My late great Uncle Willy
Moser, professor emeritus of mathe-

I am proud of my mom and her other baby

Playing with gadgets at age 6 or 7

matics at McGill, wrote a mathematics column for a few years called
Mathematical Pie. His daughter,
cousin Paula Moser, wrote a column
on computers.
As a teenager, I once again helped to
distribute the paper with my
mother—she drove the car as I
hopped in and out and around mountains of snow to place papers in stores,
banks, restaurants, and libraries.
The Senior Times has allowed me to
share my travel experiences and I
have discovered a love of writing
through my column, Times and
Places.
The staff have been an integral part
of my life throughout the years.
Jacquie Soloway Cons, our sales
manager, still calls me Molly Malka,
as I apparently called myself when I
was 6 years old. As far as I can remember, she looks pretty much as
she did when she began working for
the Senior Times at the age of 23.
Ellen Lechter, then editor, gave us
our precious kitten, Linda. Linda was
with us for 20 years. Dr. Harold
Bergman was one of our first advertisers, and has been our family’s

She teaches, writes, mothers, runs
around town. She edits, supports.
She champions, she adopts (dogs),
she reads, she publishes.
She does each of these things with
unyielding love and devotion. She
loves what she does and has led The

Senior Times to celebrate 25 years as
her baby, her creation, her bullhorn,
her cause, her monthly address to the
senior and not-so-senior residents of
Montreal and beyond.
I am proud to say that she is my
mom and I am celebrating the past
25 years with The Senior Times as
part of my life.

optometrist for 25 years.
When I was 17, my mother introduced me to Mike Webber after I
mentioned I wanted to learn how to
play guitar. Mike was our sales manager, but more importantly was in a
band called the Snitches—then
prominent in the Montreal indie
music scene. We shopped around for
my perfect baby blue Yamaha Pacifica electric guitar, and within a day
he had me playing my favourite
Green Day songs.
I am a graduate student at McGill.
Professor Ken Lester’s Applied Investments course is one of my
favourites. It just so happens that he
was one of The Senior Times’ first
columnists and advertisers back
when he ran Alternacare, a homecare business.

Though the production days are
typically the most hectic, it is then that
I enjoy spending time at the office. I
like to watch Albert, our devoted
“typesetter” put together the layout on
his Mac, paying extra attention when
it comes to choosing the pictures for
my travel articles. We all eat dinner together. What’s more, since I have become a graduate student I’ve spent
endless late night hours studying at
the Senior Times during exams when
the libraries are packed.
For 25 years, The Senior Times has
published stories of humor, love,
music, politics, science, travel, freedom of expression, human and animal rights, and an endless number of
inspirational features.
I am proud to be a part of it, and
grateful for all it has given me.

Walk towards a world without stigma
October 16, 2011
10 a.m. Mandatory sign-in
11 a.m. 5km walk begins
Phillips Square (St. Catherine/Union)

OASIS LUXURIOUS WATERFRONT CONDOS

Honorary chairs
Margaret Trudeau • Guy Latraverse • Michel Mpambara

For registra on or dona ons
www.mtlwalks.com
514-935-5770
on-site

17145 GOUIN BLVD W., PIERREFONDS
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

Organized by: Agence OMETZ, AMI Québec, CSSS Cavendish,
CSSS de la Montagne, Cummings Centre, Douglas Mental Health University Ins tute
Founda on, L’Abri en Ville, Forward House, Revivre

Buy or rent a condo as an investment

For more information call 514.626.3122
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Remembering the people of the TIMES

eir passion knew no bounds

May Cutler (1923-2011)
Journalist, founder of Tundra Books,
Mayor of Westmount 1987-1991.

Dora Wasserman (1919-2003)
Dynamic founder of the Yiddish Theatre
at the Saidye Bronfman Centre.

William O. J. Moser (1927-2009)
Beloved and admired McGill University
mathematics professor.

Charlie Biddle (1926-2003)
Bassist who made the jazz flame burn brightly
in his adopted city.

Sara Mlotek Rosenfeld (1920-2004)
Dedicated Yiddish activist
from an iconic family.

Owen Rowe (1922-2005)
Teacher, social worker, diplomat,
military historian and parole officer.

Irving Layton (1912-2006)
Poet, teacher, iconoclast, influenced
Leonard Cohen and poet Henry Moscovich.

Red Skelton (1913-1997)
Circus clown, theatre, film, radio and TV star
who loved to make people laugh.

Issie Abramson (1916-2010)
Hands-on giver brightened the lives of children
and families at Sun Youth and Share the Warmth.
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Kristine Berey

is affected. But our readers, who span generations,
are the ones who will never give up the immediacy
I carry a quote from Nobel prize winning neuro- and physical pleasure of holding a newspaper. Bescientist Rita Levi Montalcini, 104, in my wallet cause of this, and because this paper is completely
that reminds me how to live, lest I forget.
independent, I believe that this publication is beShe says life must be faced “with complete disin- coming more important with time.
terest in yourself, and with a maximum attention
Recently, I was leafing through some brittle yelto the world surrounding you, both the inanimate lowing pre-computer-era issues of The Senior
as well as the living one. The secret of life is to keep Times, published before “my” time. I came across
thinking—and to stop thinking about ourselves. a profile of Ludmilla Chiriaeff, founder of Les
Death is of no consequence—the important thing Grands Ballets Canadiens. The writer must have
is to have lived with serenity, using the rational left- shared Barbara’s vision of what being “senior”
hand side of one’s brain, and not the right side, the means: that a person is timeless, that character is
instinctive side, which leads to misery and tragedy.” what is important, and that age only serves to ilLearning about or interviewing inspiring people luminate what is already beautiful in a person.
is the best part of my job at The Senior Times,
That The Senior Times exists, gives writers a
which joyfully celebrates the wisdom and beauty chance to express this. Happy Anniversary Barbara
that is ours with age.
Taking this job over eight years ago was easy, as I
had read this paper at a time in my life when becoming a senior seemed light-years away. Like publisher Barbara Moser, I had loved older people early
in my life and for me, as for her, age was a non-issue.
I could never understand people who balk at thinkALL VEHICLES INCLUDE:
ing of themselves as seniors.
Over the years, I have realized that there are issues that come with aging, especially in Montreal,
INTRODUCING THE NEW 2012
and understand Bette Davis’ remark that “old age
is no place for sissies.”
Over the years, as I have become conscious of
^
ageism, I have seen the term “senior” lose status,
degraded from its original meaning of “advanced”
MP3/USB
INPUT

“I took this job at a time in my
life when becoming a senior
seemed light-years away.”

0

or “superior” to somehow being associated with
physical and mental weakness, poverty and worse,
being a “burden” on society. Yet, through my research I know that, like all stereotypes, this characterization is flawed.
The contribution of older people in terms of
their purchasing power, their political involvement
and their thousands of hours of volunteer work
without which many community organizations
could not function, is vital.
I have come face to face with elder abuse, when
I wrote about a man in a Montreal nursing home
who, out of desperation, had to call his daughter
in Toronto because he needed assistance to go to
the washroom. The daughter called the staff person in the next room to voice his request.
In the same story I quoted someone at a public
consultation who rescued her mother from a residence where she was diagnosed with malnutrition.
Elder abuse does exist and it is crucial that there be
an ongoing effort, by the government and media, to
curb it.
And although I understand and agree with the importance of protecting and keeping French culture
vibrant, there is a real price to be paid by English
seniors through the exodus of their children and the
small daily insults of having to strain their eyes to
read English text, or having a food-recall safety notice posted in a grocery store in French only.
As “traditional” media must make way for “new
media,” The Senior Times, like all print publications,
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ECO-CREDIT

International model shown1

KIA MEMBER REWARDS
Earn points towards future
discounts. It’s FREE and it’s
incredibly rewarding.

Kia’s new Customer Friendly Pricing includes delivery and destination fees and all mandatory
government levies. Prices do not include licensing or applicable taxes.
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PAY 2012
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HWY: 6.9L/100KM (41 MPG)
CITY: 10.0L/100KM (28 MPG)

Includes $750 Loyalty Bonus¥ for existing Kia customers and
$500 Loan Credit.
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bi-weekly for 48 months. Offer includes delivery, destination
and fees of $1,765.
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LOWEST FUEL CONSUMPTION
BY A HYBRID CAR. 3.6L PER 100KM.

to learn more. facebook.com/kiacanada

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

The New Way
to Own a Kia

7960 Newman Blvd. LaSalle
www.kiadelasalle.ca
514-595-6666

DE LASALLE

Offer(s) available on all new 2011 and 2012 models through participating dealers to qualified customers who take delivery by October 31, 2011. Dealers may sell for less. Some conditions apply. Retailer order/trade may be necessary. Offers are subject to change and may be extended without notice. See dealer for complete details. Vehicle images shown may include optional accessories and upgrades. All offers exclude licensing, registration, insurance, costs
of registration to the RDPRM and applicable taxes. 1 Model shown includes optional accessories and may not appear exactly as shown. **0% purchase financing is available on all 2011 and 2012 Kia models on approved credit (OAC). Terms vary by model and trim, see dealer for details. Representative financing example based on 2012 Sorrento (SR75BC)/2011 Soul (SO55OB) with a selling price of $28,360/$17,660, financed at 0% APR for 60/84 months. Includes
delivery and destination fees of $1,650, loan credit of $1,250 (includes $500 cash savings and $750 loyalty bonus¥)/$1,500, Recycle Quebec fee ($15) and air tax ($100 where applicable). Monthly payments equal $472.66/$210.23 with a down payment/equivalent trade of $0. Cost of borrowing is $0 for a total obligation of $28,360/$17,660. Other taxes, registration, insurance, licensing and RDPRM of $67 are excluded. Retailer may sell for less. See dealer for
full details. “Don’t Pay until 2012” on select models (90-day payment deferral) applies to purchase financing offers on select 2011 and 2012 models on approved credit (OAC) (2011/2012 Sportage/Sorento/Sedona/Borrego excluded). No interest will accrue during the first 60 days of the finance contract. After this period, interest starts to accrue and the purchaser will repay the principal interest monthly over the term of the contract. ††OptionFlex Financing
for 36-, 48- and 60-month terms on approved credit through TD Financing Services is available at participating dealerships to qualified retail customers on select new 2011 and 2012 Kia vehicles. Taxes on the full negotiated purchase price are payable at the beginning of the contract term, resulting in higher payments than payments taxed on a periodic basis, and are not reflected in advertised payments. The following terms apply to TD Financing Services
contracts. Vehicles are financed over a 36-, 48- or 60-month term with payments amortized over a term of up to 96 months and the pre-determined residual balance payable at the end of the contract. At contract’s end, customers have the choice of: (i) returning their vehicle through a Kia dealership with no further obligations (except payment of a $199 return fee and excess wear and tear, mileage and similar charges if exceeding 24,000 km per year
allowance) or; (ii) paying the residual balance indicated on the bill of sale in full. Some conditions apply. OptionFlex Financing offered by TD in Quebec is subject to different terms and conditions. All advertised OptionFlex Financing offers are TD offers. Delivery and destination fees (up to $1,650) are included. Taxes, licence, insurance, registration, excess mileage, and wear and tear charges, any retailer administration fees and other applicable fees and
charges are not included. OptionFlex Financing is provided on approved credit through TD Financing Services. Your Option Date is set out on your TD Financing Services Payment Advantage Loan Certificate (the "Certificate") which contains the terms and conditions governing your Return Value Option. Retailers may sell for less. See participating retailers for complete details. Representative example based on 2012 Sportage (SP551C) with a purchase price
of $23,760, financed at 2.49% APR over 48 months with $0 down, bi-weekly payments of $153 for a cost of borrowing of $1,622 and a total obligation of $24,882, including delivery and destination ($1,650), Recycle Quebec Fee of $15, A/C tax of $100 and a $500 OptionFlex credit. Taxes, licence, insurance, registration, excess mileage, and wear and tear charges, any administration or other applicable fees or charges are not included. Dealer may sell for less.
See dealer for details. \ Cash purchase price for 2011 Optima (OP541B) is $22,565 and includes a cash credit of $1,000, delivery and destination fees of $1,455, A/C tax of $100 and Recycle Quebec Fee of $15, based on an MSRP of $23,565. Other taxes, registration, insurance and licensing fees are excluded. Available at participating dealers. ‡Loan credit for 2012 Kia Sorento LX AT (SR75BC)/2011 Soul Manual Transmission is $1,250 (includes $500 loan credit and
$750 loyalty bonus¥)/$1,500, and is available on purchase financing only on approved credit (OAC). Loan credit varies by model and trim. ±Competitive Bonus offer available on the purchase or lease of new 2011 Optima Hybrid models at a value of $1,000 (deducted before tax) for owners of any current competitive hybrid vehicle with proof of ownership. See dealer for eligibility of competitive vehicles and full program details. Certain restrictions apply.
Offer is transferrable within same household (must provide proof of address). Limit of one bonus per customer or household. Offer not combinable with any other loyalty/conquest offers. Offer ends October 31, 2011. ¥Loyalty Bonus offer available on 2012 Kia Sorento/2011 Optima Hybrid at a value of $750/$1,250 for any current Kia owners towards the purchase or lease of a new 2012MY Sorento/2011MY Optima Hybrid. Loyalty Bonus offer applicable to cash
purchase, lease and purchase financing only before October 31, 2011. Offer is transferrable within same household only (must provide proof of address). Limit of one bonus per customer or household. Certain restrictions apply. See dealer for details. >Eco-Credit for 2011 Optima Hybrid (OP74AB) is $1,000 and is applicable to the purchase or lease of a new 2011 Kia Optima Hybrid. Available at participating dealers. Certain restrictions apply. See dealer for
details. ÈHighway/city fuel consumption of these vehicles may vary. These estimates are based on the Government of Canada’s approved criteria and testing methods. Refer to the Government of Canada publication EnerGuide Fuel Consumption Guide. ^2011 Kia Soul/2011 Kia Sorento/2011 Optima awarded the Top Safety Pick by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. The award is applicable to all 2011 Sorento models manufactured after March 2010. Visit
www.iihs.org for full details. U2011 Kia Sportage awarded Car of the Year by Motoring 2011 for Best SUV/CUV (under $40,000) and overall Car of the Year. Visit www.motoringtv.com for full details. »2011 Optima Hybrid awarded the Guinness Book of World Records for the Lowest Fuel Consumption in a hybrid gasoline vehicle while driving through all 48 adjoining U.S. states. °The Bluetooth® word mark and logo are registered trademarks and are owned by
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Some conditions apply to the $500 Grad Rebate Program and $750 Kia Mobility Program. See dealer for details. Information in this advertisement is believed to be accurate at the time of print. For more information on our 5-year warranty coverage, visit kia.ca or call us at 1-877-542-2886. Kia Canada is the official automotive sponsor of Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD Canada). KIA and OptionFlex are trademarks of Kia Motors Corporation.
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Age only serves to illuminate what is already beautiful in a person
and Happy Birthday Senior Times and thank you
for letting us join you for this part of your journey.
“I have not become old—not at all. I have merely
changed my life. I have lived, lived with all my
might. I have lived my life to the full. So when we
talk about getting old, aren’t we talking about movement, movement of life?
“For nothing stops or comes to a halt as long as life
goes on and continues to have its own shape and
grace. Each stop along the way each stage in life, becomes a season in itself, a progression from dawn to
dusk, from spring to winter, a series of new beginnings, from age to age and season to season.
“For to grow old is in fact to be born anew to shed
one’s skin to moult, to change and yet remain the
same, reaching at last one’s own pace, following the
dictates of one’s heart and spirit.”
— Ludmilla Chiriaeff (1929-1996)
Visit kia.ca to
learn more.

ALL 2011
& 2012s**
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Times and Places

Irwin Block and Barbara Moser
The city’s Venetian-era citadel, the Fortezza

Rethymno’s Byzantine and Venetian past charms visitors
Having been blown away by the charms of Chania, our first stop in Crete, we continued on to
Rethymno, an hour west along the north coast. We
walked quite a way toward the sea until we found
the lodging we were looking for, a pension we
found in the Lonely Planet guide, which we purchased in Chania to make life a bit easier as we
continued our Greek-island trek.
The guidbook’s recommended budget room
turned out to be better than expected, if a bit hard
to find. But as we all know, getting there is half
the fun. Called
L’Atelier, this
small apartment
hotel is on the
edge of the
charming port
area. It’s just
above a pottery
shop, and for 45
euros a night we
had a bedroom,

kitchen and balcony, where we ate all our meals
for the two days we spent in this beach town.
Much like Chania, it too is a former Venetian
stronghold, later controlled by other foreign powers, including Turkey.
We walked for a few kilometers up and down the
boardwalk looking for a good place to swim and
on both days we found chairs and umbrellas for 5
euros for two. Unfortunately, unlike the calm of
Chania beaches, the strong waves at the Rethymno
beaches made swimming more challenging.
We learned that the sun is very strong in these
parts and that one should always take precautions.
We returned to our apartment with sunburns and,
for Barbara, a heat rash. The lesson: Cover every
part of your exposed body if you react negatively
to prolonged exposure. Even Barbara’s ear was
burning—from too much sun.
We had fun choosing our meals in the supermarkets and minimarkets that dot the boardwalk. We
feasted on taramosalata, tzatziki, tomatoes, cukes,
red peppers, avocado, feta and black olives that had

the texture of prunes and were not at all as oily or
salty as the ones we get in Canada. For about one
euro each for the dips, we ate like royalty on our
peaceful balcony with a view of the town, avoiding
the waiters hustling for business all along the waterfront and the restaurants all serving the same dishes.
The waterfront is dotted with cafés and restaurants, and they hustle big time. The area is delightful, especially at sunset. Walking among these
stone structures, we felt transported centuries in
time. But we desisted, after one disappointing and
expensive meal, from succumbing to the hard sell.
The city’s Venetian-era citadel, the Fortezza, is
among the best-preserved castles on Crete. It is a big
part of the charming setting, which tempted us to
stay on and continue walking around town by day,
and reading on our terrace in the evening. This was
the general tenor of our short stay in Rethymno,
sinking into the quiet delights of perfect weather,
great food, starlit nights and great reading, not to
speak of the comfort of being with your beloved far
from the stresses of our daily routine back home.

Knossos artifacts in an archeological museum in Iraklion
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Irwin shows off our lane in front of L’Atelier

Angels in the museum in Iraklion

At Knossos: Were these used for cooking?

It’s an uphill climb at Knossos

We nevertheless decided to push ahead with our
non-existent agenda to Iraklion, which took about
1½ hours on a comfortable air-conditioned bus.
Hotels were not as charming here, at least the
ones that fit our 50-euro-a-night budget. We chose
the Mirabella, which is 15 minutes from the Old
Centre of town, for its air-conditioning and balcony, although the room itself was tiny. We had
two cots to sleep on and a sink in the room because the bathroom was no bigger than the small

shower and adjoining toilet.
After cooling off (it was 32 degrees Celsius), we
took a cab to the palace at Knossos and the ruins
there, which were excavated and reconstructed according to the vivid imagination and scholarly values of British anthropologist Sir Arthur Evans.
An hour walking among the ruins in extreme heat
was sufficient. We complemented the tour with a
visit to the archeological museum in the heart of
town, where the major artifacts from the Minoan

period are stored. We sat in a breezy outdoor café
sipping our café freddos, one with ice cream, and
trying desperately to get the WiFi working. We had
seen the three north-coast cities of Crete and promised to return on a future trip to sample the charms
of the south coast and fabled Libyan sea.
The next day we boarded a Catamaran for Paros,
which takes only four hours and costs a farmegen
(a fortune): 90 euro each. Yikes!
But what delights awaited us there …

Snapping the snapper on the boardwalk in Rethymno

Visiting Knossos is a great way to absorb the
ancient Minoan culture. Knossos Palace is the
legendary site of Theseus fighting the Minotaur,
Ariadne and her ball of string, Daedalus the architect and doomed Icarus of the wax wings.
The culture flourished in Crete during the
second and third millennia B.C. Knossos was
one of its main cities, and it contained its largest
palace after the shattering earthquake that
marks the beginning of the New Palace period
in Greek archaeology around 1700 BC.
We know little of the Minoan culture, compared to later Greek cultures, because much of
their language has been lost. Two written languages are associated with Minoan culture: Linear A, first used during the early Minoan
period, and Linear B, which doesn’t appear on
tablets until about 1450 B.C. Only Linear B has
been translated and it has been identified as a
form of Greek.
During the Second Palace period, 1700-1450
BC, the Palace of Minos covered nearly 22,000
square meters and contained storage rooms, living quarters, religious areas, and banquet
rooms. The structure itself was built of a complex of dressed masonry and clay-packed rubble, and then half-timbered. Columns were
many and varied in the Minoan tradition, and
the walls were highly decorated with frescoes.
Evans had a marvelous imagination and a
tremendous creative fire, and he used his skills
and archeological values of the early 20th century to create what you can see today. It is a revealing experience to wander among the ruins
and contemplate yet another great civilization
that has vanished.

Rethymno harbour
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